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ABSTRACT

The deflection of edge-clamped plates during out of plane impulsive loading is
proportional to a merit index given by the square root of the ratio of the plate material strength to
its density [1]. Even smaller deflections can be achieved if sandwich panels with cellular cores
can be made from these high specific strength materials. Ti(Mo)C-Ni based cermets have been
identified as a potentially superior material for this application since their compressive strength
is typically 2-3 GPa and their density is in the 5,500 kg/m3 range. The merit index of this cermet
exceeds that of all known metallic systems. Although the toughness of cermets generally exceeds
that of ceramics, they have low fracture toughness relative to many metals and this will inhibit
their suitability for some applications.
A comprehensive characterization of the mechanical properties of Ti(Mo)C-Ni cermets
has been conducted in order to determine if it is a viable candidate for use in truss core sandwich
panels. Additionally, the lack of well-established fabrication and joining techniques needed to
fabricate sandwich panels is also a concern. The feasibility of using a transient liquid phase
bonding (brazing) technique to fabricate a cellular structure was also therefore investigated.
The cermet system investigated here is found to have a density of 5,520 kg/m3 in its asreceived condition. Using image analysis and quantitative x-ray diffraction-based phase
identification, it was determined to consist of approximately 83 vol % TiC ceramic with 15 vol%
of the nickel binder, and an average porosity of 1.6 vol%. Chemical analysis via inductively
coupled optical emission and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy indicate the ceramic phase
has a metal composition of 88% Ti, 11% Mo, and <1% Ni. Similar analysis of the binder gives a
composition of 94% Ni, 5% Ti, and <1% Mo, respectively. The elastic modulus of the system
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was determined to be 380 GPa via pulse-echo ultrasonic technique. The cermets measured
compressive strength was 2.7 GPa but its bending strength was only 520 MPa, which is likely
reconciled in terms of the characteristic flaws within the material.
The density and elastic moduli are well estimated by a rule of mixtures of the ceramic
hard phase and the metallic binder properties. A computation of the theoretical density of the
individual phases permits a calculation of the aggregate porosity level from the independently
measured phase fractions. The elastic modulus of the cermet is nearly equivalent to that upper
bound prediction computed based upon the moduli of pure TiC and Ni phases, but this may be a
consequence of force chain formation.
The as-received cermet was discovered to undergo cracking during electro-discharge
machining (EDM) of truss core shapes. X-ray diffraction measurements showed that a significant
level of residual stress of 165 ± 15 MPa was present in the TiC phase. Stress-relief annealing at
900˚ C with a subsequent cooling rate of 15˚ C/min was observed to relieve the stress to a value
lower than the experimental uncertainty. Hot-isostatic-pressing at 1270˚C (with a cooling rate of
50˚C/min) was found to increase residual stress, and it failed to reduce the porosity in the
samples. No major differences between the microstructure and mechanical properties were
observed following either the stress-relief or hot-isostatic pressed treatments.
Brazing with a Ni-Cr-P braze alloy was found to be an adequate cermet bonding method
for assembly of a sandwich panel structure with a cermet truss core. Preliminary testing of
brazed cellular unit cells revealed that failure occurs entirely in the base material, indicating that
the brazed joint was not a limiting factor.
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1. Introduction and Background

1.1. Motivation of research
Edge clamped plates subjected to impulsive central loading resulting from impact with a
solid or impingement of an air or water propagated shock front, suffer an out of plane deflection
[2-4]. If the impulsive load is sufficiently small, such that the local stresses created in the plate
do not exceed the yield or fracture strength of the plate material, the plate suffers only elastic
transient (oscillatory) motion which dies out by damping. However, if the plate strength is
exceeded by the localized loading, a permanent deformation of the plate is added to the elastic
transient. In severe loadings, fracture of the plate can occur, either by petaling under the
impacted region or by shear-off at the attachments.
For an edge clamped plate with thickness h, density ρm, and yield strength σY that is
subjected to center impulse loading, it was shown by Xue and Hutchinson [1] that maximizing a
material index, Io minimized the plastic displacement of the plate. They showed that
√
where mb is the mass per unit area of the plate (i.e. the area density of the plate ρm
m

m

is

is the plate material density, and σy is the yield

strength of the plate material. This index has units of Pa-s, the same as those of specific impulse
(momentum per unit area), and it has recently been shown [1] that the panel deflection
dependence upon specific impulse scales with the I0 material property index for the plate
material.
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Figure 1 below shows an Ashby style plot of compressive strength and density. The material
property index (σY/ρm)1/2 can be used to select a viable option for an impulse resistant
application. The triangle in the figure indicates the target range of properties for this application.
The black datum point denotes monolithic TiC-Ni cermet, and the curves denote predictions of
the strength vs. density for sandwich panels of different topologies, to be discussed below.

Figure 1: Ashby style plot of compressive strength vs. density. The grey unattainable material space is defined
by the Hashin bound. The TiC/Ni cermet used in this study (shown by the black dot) has an expected
compressive strength of 2 GPa and density of 5500 kg/m3. [2]

Table 1 below gives the material indices for a few candidate materials that could be considered
for monolithic plates capable of mitigating impulsive loads. To date, high ductility stainless
steels have primarily been used due to their ability to plastically deform and absorb the
mechanical (impact) energy via a crushable core. However, nickel-bonded TiC is one system that
stands out as a possibility with an exceptionally high material index (I0 ≈ .595). High

3

performance (technical) ceramics with a superior merit index such as SiC or B4C are not viable
candidates for this application because of their brittle nature. This cermet system is identified as
viable due to its advertised fracture toughness of 20MPa·m1/2, making it significantly more
durable than typical ceramics. This combination of properties makes the TiC/Ni cermet system a
superior candidate for reducing deflection caused by impulsive loads.
Table 1: Candidate materials and their respective material indices which provide a comparison for expected
performance with impulsive load mitigation. [5-6].
3

1/2

Candidate material

σy(MPa)

ρm (kg/m )

AL6XN SS
17-4 PH SS
(condition H900)
TiC/Ni-Mo Cermet
SiC
B4C

380

8060

0.217

1170

7810

0.387

78

96.75

2000
3410
2760

5520
3200
2490

0.602
1.03
1.05

20
2.8
3

150.5
257.5
262.5

(σy/ρm)

K1C (MPa·m1/2)

I0
54.25

As shown by Wei et al, sandwich panels can offer an even further advantage, as they suffer
smaller deflections than monolithic plates of the same areal density [3]. Specifically, Wadley et
al showed through experimentation and simulation that the impulse transferred to a fully
supported sandwich structure is with a compressible cellular core about 28% less than that
transferred to a solid plate [4]. This arises because of the sandwich effect and in some cases a
fluid structure interaction. When the fluid-structure interaction is weak, as in a mine blast loading
by soil particles, the sandwich effect is the key to reducing deflection and this is maximized by
using a strong core sandwich. The strength of a nickel bonded TiC cellular material offers a
potentially superior option as a core material. This material offers a higher merit index than any
other known metallic system. See the curves in Figure 1, based upon available property data for
Ni-bonded TiC and the model of octet truss cellular material by Deshpande and Fleck [5], which
permits obtaining new structures within the target property regime highlighted in blue.
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Additionally, the advertised toughness of this system makes it attractive relative to pure ceramic
options, which can boast even higher merit indices.
However, an extensive characterization of the cermet material must first take place before
its viability can be assessed. Due to the composite nature of these materials, particular care needs
to be taken to determine the effect of processing methods on the mechanical properties critical to
this application. If detrimental effects exist, utilizing post-processing methods should also be
explored to obtain the best properties possible.
1.2.

Cermets
A common method for TiC cermet synthesis is via exothermic self-sustaining (combustion)

synthesis, also referred to as self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) [6]. In this
method, a green compact of the titanium and carbon powders are reacted in-situ with nickel
powder in an inert atmosphere. Since this reaction is highly exothermic, once the heat of reaction
for TiC synthesis is reached, the heat of formation propels the reaction of the rest of the heated
powder. Figure 2 below shows a visual representation of the combustion synthesis process.

Figure 2: Visual representation of combustion synthesis process
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In general this method is known to be cost efficient, but the result is a porous material –
which is not desired for our applications. In order to obtain full (or near-theoretical)
densification, SHS must be coupled with a pressure application process [6]. Multiple researcher
groups have explored the applicability of hot isostatic pressing (HIP), quasi isostatic pressing
(QIP), infiltration, and impact forging as potential densification methods [9-10]. One last
precaution that applies is the possibility of contaminants and other impurities. Using high purity
powders and a non-reactive atmosphere (either vacuum or argon) will help to keep this to a
minimum. Large (100mm x 100mm x 6.3mm) tiles of a Ni bonded TiC cermet have been
provided by the Davis Defense Group for the study conducted here. However, it is not known
which method the vendors used to produce the cermet examined in this study. However,
evidence will be provided which suggests that SHS was employed.
Another method employed to improve densification of TiC-Ni cermets in particular is
through the addition of elemental molybdenum. LaSalvia et al have shown that replacing just 10
wt.% of the Ni binder phase can improve the wetting of the binder phase on the surface of the
TiC particles necessary to achieve 100% contact between phases [7]. The increased wetting was
shown to reduce microstructural defects and increase the transverse rupture strength, young’s
moduli, and fracture toughness. In that study the addition of Mo was also shown to
insignificantly affect the Vickers microhardness of the material. The material studied contains
Mo and so we investigate its distribution within the microstructure.
In order to assess the usability of the nickel bonded titanium carbide system in sandwich
panel structures, an extensive characterization of the mechanical and chemical properties of the
cermet must be completed. Again, little detail is known about the how the as-received condition
of the cermet was reached from the supplier, so this characterization will provide some insight to
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the process-structure-property relations that are of concern in this application. The as-received
cermet tile was susceptible to fracture during cutting, leading to the speculation that either
residual stresses are present (large enough to make the material more susceptible to fracture)
and/or the fracture toughness may be lower than expected. As a result, some of the as-received
cermet tiles were stress-relieved by heat treating in vacuum at 900˚C for 30 minutes. The
decision was made to compare the as-received mechanical properties with the stress-relieved
condition. The as-received material was also compared to the HIPed condition (details in
appendix A), which could possibly improve properties through stress-relief as well as
densification. We also must recognize that the chemical composition will also have a major
influence on the performance of the material. In particular, the ratio of TiC to Ni is crucial in
determination of properties of the composite. Studies have shown that the addition of
molybdenum and an increase in the metal fraction lead to improved fracture toughness [7].
Finally, in order to fabricate cellular materials from this cermet, simple methods must be
available to produce and join the trusses or webs. It is currently unknown whether or not current
metal bonding methods such as brazing of the cermet will work for the application in view. As
such, this study will also investigate a brazing process.

1.3. Research objectives
The applicability of the nickel-bonded titanium carbide cermet for use in sandwich panel
structures is assessed as follows:
1. The microstructure of the nickel bonded titanium carbide cermet provided by the Davis
Defense Group (hereafter DDG-X cermet) is characterized including the TiC particle size
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distribution, ceramic and binder volume fractions, absolute and relative densities, and
residual stress state.
2. The mechanical properties of the DDG-X cermet are assessed in the as-received, stressrelieved and hot isostatically pressed (HIPed) conditions. In particular, emphasis is placed
on refining the parameters necessary for cellular material design and identifying
opportunities for improvement of the core material.
3. The feasibility of using the nickel-bonded titanium carbide cermet in cellular structures is
assessed by examining a cermet-cermet joining technique (brazing) and the behavior of a
single unit cell of an octet truss sandwich is documented.
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2. X-ray diffraction-based study of phase content, residual stress, and texture

2.1. Introduction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is utilized throughout this study as a non-destructive tool to
characterize the structure of the cermet. It proved to be particularly useful as an initial test to
determine the phases present in the bulk solid, the volume fractions of the two phases, as well as
their lattice parameters – which also then allowed the determination of the theoretical density of
the solid. Each of these quantities is used in subsequent chapters as a means of comparison with
methods that have a lower level of confidence - in particular, standardless x-ray microanalysis
(Chapter 3), and a novel in-house image analysis technique developed by the author (Chapter 4).
X-ray diffraction is also used to determine if there are any residual stresses present in either
phase. Previous observations of fracture during machining have led to speculation that such
stresses may exist and efforts to relieve it with a stress- relief anneal. If the residual stresses
found are type I macro stresses, the presence of these stresses are of great concern, in particular
when utilizing the DDG-X cermet tiles as the base material for cellular materials. In pursuing an
octet truss design, it is already known that the structure will be stretch-governed. Since this type
of design allows for the individual struts to primarily bear axial stresses, the compressive
strength of the material can be exploited. However, the struts may also be subject to some
bending stresses as well. Type I macro stresses decrease the amount of applied stress that the
material can withstand before failure occurs. Considering the toughness of the cermet, residual
stresses could be sufficient enough to promote cracking at a much lower stress than expected. If
this happens within the individual struts, the overall strength of the structure would be weakened.
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Finally, the possibility of crystallographic texture is assessed because a preferred orientation can
affect the phase quantification and the residual stress assessments.

2.2. Experimental procedures
A Panalytical X’Pert MPD diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα source was used to
collect x-ray diffraction data for the DDG-X cermet tiles. For all qualitative and quantitative
phase identification, Cu Kα radiation was employed using a standard Bragg-Brentano geometry
(θ:2θ) to collect the diffraction pattern on the 2θ range of 30°- 110°. A slit size of ½” was used
on both the incident and diffracted beam side, as well as soller slits with an angular allowance of
0.18”. The Panalytical X’Celerator detector, a real time multiple strip (RTMS) detector, was
used to collected the diffracted beam. Figure 3 below depicts the general setup of the instrument
for the Bragg-Brentano geometry used for the phase identification (slits not included).

Figure 3: Bragg-Brentano geometry. In this scan, both θ and 2θ are moved at the same rate. There is only one
scan per sample, and the diffraction axis does not move.
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2.2.1. Qualitative phase identification
The collected x-ray diffraction pattern for the cermet sample was analyzed using the HiScore© software by Panalytical. After using the software to define the 2θ position and intensity
of each diffraction peak, the peak list is compared to experimental patterns contained in the
Powder Diffraction File™ (PDF-4+) utilizing the Hanawalt search-and-match algorithm within
Hi-Score to determine the constituent phases. The final PDF selections are manually selected
from among the highest probability matches automatically selected by the software.

2.2.2. Quantitative phase identification
After the constituent phases are determined, the direct comparison method as outlined by
Cullity [8] is used to determine the relative fraction of each phase. This method does not require
a sample of the pure phases, but it does require that the lattice parameters and crystal structure of
each phase is known. This information is obtained directly from the PDF files determined as a
match for the observed nickel and titanium carbide phases. For a bulk material containing two
phases,  and , the ratio of diffraction peak intensities can be used to determine the phase
fractions using the following relation [8]:

where ci is the volume fraction of the ith phase and Ii is the diffracted intensity of a peak. Ri for
each diffraction peak is a constant that depends on the crystal structure, and is given by:
[

(

)]
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where M is a temperature factor, Fhkl is the structure factor, p is the peak multiplicity, and

is the

unit cell volume. Two other related methods, an external standard method and a basic Rietveld
whole-pattern analysis are used to measure phase fractions for comparison.
The main result of the external standard method is a calibration curve that can be used to
determine the weight percent of a given phase based on the intensity of a selected Bragg peak.
This calibration curve is constructed by collecting an x-ray diffraction pattern for a series of
different mixtures of pure titanium carbide and nickel powders. For each pattern, the planar
spacing, peak location, relative peak intensity, and percentage by weight were recorded.
Together, these patterns will be used to compare the input phase composition (by weight
percentage), to the measured phase composition (by x-ray diffraction). Table 2 below displays
the compositions used in developing the scale:
Table 2: Compositions (in weight %) examined for quantitative phase identification.

Case
Wt. % TiC
Wt.% Ni

reference
100
0

reference
0
100

1
50
50

2 3
70 75
30 25

4 5
82 94
18 6

6
97
3

The Rietveld refinement allows for a determination of the relative phase fractions without
a dependence on a standard, or a calibration based on the experimental data. Prior to the
refinement, the peaks are determined, and the full pattern is fit including the background and all
peaks. The peaks are fit using Pseudo-Voight functions. Then, the Rietveld function within Hiscore is utilized to conduct a non-linear least squares refinement on the full pattern based on user
inputs for a set of free variables. Table 3 below describes the key variables used in the
refinement. Specimen displacement and flat plate parameters are allowed to vary because of the
condition of the surface of the as-received plates. The individual phase variables (unit cell
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dimensions, zero shift) are allowed to vary because of the suspected solid solution elements
within the phases. Finally, the scale factor is allowed to vary, as it is the main variable of a
Rietveld refinement which compares the observed intensities to the normalized intensity for one
unit cell.
Table 3: Key variables used within Rietveld refinement. Global variables apply to the entire pattern, and
phase variables only apply to the peaks of the given phase.

Variable type
Global Variables
Phase Variables

Name of Variable
Specimen displacement (Z height)
Flat plate (surface roughness)
Unit cell dimensions
Zero shift
Scale factor

2.2.3. Crystallographic texture
Although no strong texture is expected in this powder processed material, the presence of
texture would have a strong bearing upon the measurement and quantitative analysis of phase
fractions and residual stress (described in the next section), that it was decided to explore for the
possible presence of texture in both the TiC and the Ni-binder phases.
Incomplete pole figures were collected using the (200) peak for the Ni binder. In order to
perform the measurement, the x-ray source must first be turned 90˚ within its casing in order to
ensure that it is set up to use the point source window. Once it is set up, the beam height is
realigned such that the center of the beam is centered along the goniometer axis. Next, the
incident beam optics must be replaced with the cross slits. In this case, 2mm x 2mm cross slits
are used in order to create the largest incident area possible while remaining on the sample. On
the diffracted beam side, a parallel plate collimator (PPC) along with a 0.18” PPC slit is used to
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restrict the accepted divergence of the diffracted beam. Last but not least, the proportional
detector is used to collect the diffracted beam. The full setup is summarized in Table 4 below.

Table 4: Optics and instrument settings utilized for crystallographic texture measurements.

X-ray source
Radiation
Cu Kα
Power Settings
45kV, 40mA
Focus
Point Focus
Incident beam optics
Cross-slits
2mm x 2mm
Kβ filter
Nickel (Cu)
Divergent beam optics
Receiving slit
.18”
Parallel plate collimator
.5”
X-ray detector
Proportional Detector

The pole figure data were collected on a 5 x 5 degree grid of ø (azimuth) and χ (tilt) from
0-355˚ and 0-80˚, respectively. In order to achieve these geometric positions, an open Eulerian
cradle stage is used to hold the sample. The possibility of defocusing with tilt was explored using
a completely random titanium powder sample. It was confirmed that the intensity remained
constant up to a tilt angle χ = 55º. In the event that orientation distribution functions or complete
pole figures were required, defocusing correction could be implemented using this defocusing
data. The background intensity was corrected for by collecting the background at a 2θ position
before and after the diffraction peak and then subtracted from the peak intensity measured at
each tilt position explored.
2.2.4. Residual stress
Assuming a plane stress condition, the residual stress on the surface can be characterized
by measuring the lattice strain along a chosen direction. Experimentally this is measured as the
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change in interplanar spacing within the crystal lattice as evidenced by a shift in the 2θ peak
position at various planes in the specimen containing the direction of measurement. The main
result for this method is a factor defining the change in the interplanar spacing measured with the
change in the sample tilt. It can be shown that this factor can be used to calculate the stress in the
measurement direction with the equation [9]:

(

)

(

)

where ω is the angle of tilt of the diffraction axis, dω is the interplanar spacing at the angle ω, and
dn is the interplanar spacing at ω = 0˚ [10]. E and υ are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio,
respectively. The slope of the d vs.

plot is equal to the value of

.

This data is obtained through a 2θ-ω type measurement on the X’pert diffractometer. This
measurement utilizes the geometry shown in Figure 4 below to complete θ:2θ scans at different
ω offsets (also known as ψ tilts) to measure the location of the peak of interest. Figure 5 on the
next page gives an example of the output data that is obtained from the 2θ-ω scan. From these
data, the change in interplanar spacing can be measured.
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Figure 4: 2theta-omega geometry. Each scan is performed using the bragg-brentano geometry, but one
residual stress measurement consists of a series of scans at different omega tilts. (a) shows the configuration
for a scan at ω=0˚, and (b) shows the configuration for a scan at ω=-15˚.
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Figure 5: Example of a set of θ:2θ scans for a 2θ-ω type scan.
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In order to obtain a peak at a suitable 2θ position to reduce experimental error, the TiC
phase was evaluated with Cu Kα (1.54 Å), and the Nickel phase was evaluated with Cr Kα
(2.29Å) radiation [10]. The optics are presented in Table 5. It is important to note that the nickel
phase peak is below the recommended 2θ threshold of evaluation, even with the chromium
source (2θ=80°). Normally, this angle would be a point of concern due to the uncertainty in 2θ
approaching the magnitude of the shift in 2θ due to residual stress. In the case of measurable
residual stress in the titanium carbide phase however, the nickel phase is expected to exhibit a
significantly higher stress. A simple upper-bound rule of mixtures calculation can be used to
illustrate this concept using the typical ceramic to matrix ratio of 4 in metal bonded ceramics
(assuming 80%ceramic 20% metal).

Given the difference in thermal expansion coefficients of the ceramic (7.70 µm/m-°C)
and binder (13.1 µm/m-°C [11]), it is anticipated that the stress will be compressive in the TiC
phase and tensile in the Ni phase. Despite the fact that the stress in the Ni phase is expected to be
much larger, the small phase fraction and large grain size prevented its assessment. All the
techniques mentioned above were utilized to assess the Ni (111) peak, for both Cr and Cu
radiation. The slit sizes on the optics were changed to obtain the maximum irradiated area on the
sample. Chi tilt measurements were also performed in order to have more options for tilt and
even azimuth to find a measurement area where the nickel peak could be observed. Every
experiment yielded either a peak at a single tilt value or no peaks at all, which prevented a
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measurement of the change in interplanar spacing. This constitutes an inconclusive result since
the Over 100 scans were performed to no avail.
In order to examine the DDG-X material for the presence of macro stresses, the stress in
the titanium carbide phase is measured in multiple locations on the as-received material. If a
variation in stress for a particular phase is spatially dependent, that will indicate that type I macro
stresses are present. Figure 6 below shows the three spatial scans accomplished. Each scan was
within a single quadrant of the full tile, and the irradiated area for each scan was approximately 1
inch apart. The reason for only examining one quadrant was the assumption that the symmetry of
the shape and powder pressing processes would result in symmetry in the residual stress profile.

Figure 6: Location of spatial residual stress measurements within the TiC phase.
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Table 5: X’Pert diffractometer optics and instrument settings.

X-ray source
Radiation

Cu Kα
Cr Kα
Power Settings 45kV, 40mA (Cu)
55kV, 30mA (Cr)
Focus
Line Focus
Incident beam optics
Soller Slits
.18”
Divergence slit (Cr only)
.5”
Parabolic Cu mirror (Cu only)
.18”
Width mask
10mm
Divergent beam optics
Soller slits
.18”
Anti-scatter slit
.5”
Kβ filter
Nickel (Cu)
Vanadium (Cr)
X-ray detector
Proportional Detector

2.3. Results
2.3.1. Phase content
The x-ray diffraction pattern in Figure 7 below is representative of the DDG-X cermet tile.
Given this pattern, the bulk sample is observed to contain both a titanium carbide (PDF #04-0020405) phase and a nickel (PDF# 04-005-1701) phase, with no additional phases observed above
the detection limit.
Table 6 shows the indexing of the peaks observed.
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Figure 7: X-ray diffraction patterns of DDG-X cermet tile. Each observed peak is marked with its reference
phase – either titanium carbide or nickel.

Table 6: TiC-NiMo bulk sample peak locations and intensities (experimental)

Angle (degrees)
35.92°
41.73°
44.42°
51.58°
60.48°
72.41°
76.17°
76.33˚
90.85°
92.35°
101.83°
105.45°

dhkl (Å)
2.497
2.162
2.037
1.770
1.529
1.304
1.248
1.246
1.081
1.067
0.992
0.968

Scaled Intensity
590
1000
290
300
382
244
185
151
129
120
140
172

Plane involved
TiC (111)
TiC (200)
Ni (111)
Ni (200)
TiC (220)
TiC (311)
TiC(222)
Ni(220)
TiC (400)
Ni (311)
TiC (331)
TiC (420)

Based on current literature for TiC cermets with a Ni matrix, very small amounts of
molybdenum could have been added (<3wt%) in order to promote the wetting of Ni on the TiC
surface. No molybdenum solid solution, other binary, ternary or quaternary phases are observed
within the detection limits of this scan. This absence of a bcc Mo phase is not surprising, since
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TiC has significant solubility for Mo, and Ni has a small amount of solubility for Mo. The Ni
does have a significant solubility for Ti. In the carbide, Mo can substitute for Ti up to 10 weight
percent [7]. This is consistent with the collected diffraction patterns, as the peaks for both phases
are shifted in agreement with the principle of Vegard’s law [12] when compared to the
corresponding PDFs. Further studies are conducted in chapter 4 to obtain a more robust analysis
of the chemistry. Application of Vegard’s law was not conducted.
Upon repeat measurements, it was observed that the nickel peaks fluctuated greatly in
intensity. In some cases they could not even be detected above the background. Figure 8 below
gives examples of how the nickel peak relative intensities fluctuated for a single sample when
the sample position on the stage is shifted. This indicates that the Ni has a very large grain size.
No metallographic preparation was found which could prove or refute this hypothesis.
(a)
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Figure 8: Sample bragg-brentano scans of the first four peaks of the cermet in the as-received condition. The
first two nickel peaks are observed to fluctuate greatly in repeat measurements in which the sample is moved.
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2.3.2. Phase volume fractions
Prior to evaluating the DDG-X cermet tiles, the three methods explored were compared to
determine the most accurate option for evaluation given the instruments available. Figure 9
below shows the evaluation of the three methods. Each of the three methods utilized proved to be
acceptable in their respective analyses, but statistically, the direct comparison method was
determined to be the most accurate. Values shown in the graph below are in volume percent.

100%
95%

Calculated vol %

90%
85%
80%
75%

Direct Comparison
Rietveld
Ext. Std
Ideal

70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
50%

55%

60%

65%

70%
75%
80%
Measured vol %

85%

90%

95%

100%

Figure 9: Comparison of three quantitative phase identification methods. The black line (measured) is a
reference line that each method is measured against.

When applied to the DDG-X cermet tile, the direct comparison method, utilizing the
(111) peak intensities from both phases, revealed that the relative phase volume fractions for
titanium carbide and nickel are 0.82 and 0.18, respectively. The external standard method was
used to develop the calibration curve presented in Figure 10 below. The curve is used to estimate
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the volume fraction of Ni in the cermet as 0.19 based on the measured intensity of the Ni (111)
peak. Lastly, the Rietveld refinement performed estimated a nickel volume fraction of 0.16. A
summary of these results can be found in Table 7 below.
1
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y = 0.9332x2 + 0.056x
R² = 0.9905
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0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Vol % Ni

Figure 10: Calibration curve produced by external standard method. The measured intensity of the Ni (111)
peak in the sample of interest is used to determine its weight percentage.

Table 7: Summary of phase volume fractions that were estimated by the direct comparison method, Rietveld
refinement, and the external standard method.

Method
Direct Comparison
Rietveld
External Standard

TiC
.82
.84
.81

Ni
.18
.16
.19

The given results have revealed that the DDG-X cermet is a two phase material with
titanium carbide and nickel. With the given phase content determined in section 0, the literature
suggests that molybdenum or another wetting element would have been added to the mixture to
improve the bonding between the phases, thereby improving the density [7]. Without Mo, the
observed density was very poor. This is consistent with the minor shift in the position of the
Bragg peaks.
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In chapter 3, the chemistry of individual phases will be determined, permitting theoretical
density calculations. In chapter 4, volume fractions will be assessed by image analysis.
Subsequently, it will be possible to compare the phase fractions and porosity levels indicated by
different techniques.

2.3.3. Crystallographic texture
Both the TiC and the Ni phases were revealed to be essentially randomly textured (see
Figure 11 and Figure 12 below). The Ni phase was also revealed to be coarse grained, which
manifests itself as “spottiness” in the (200) pole figure presented below.

Figure 11: Ni (200) pole figure. The plot shown is a 2-dimensional Schmidt plot with a normalized linear scale
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Figure 12: TiC (111) pole figure. The plot shown is a 2-dimensional Schmidt plot with a normalized linear
scale.

2.3.4. Residual stress
Figure 13 below shows the change in interplanar spacing for the TiC (511) peak with a
change in ω tilt. From this data, the equation introduced in section 2.2.3 is used to calculate the
stress to be 165 MPa in compression at the center of the entire as-received plate. The two other
locations mentioned previously in section 2.2.3 all produced the values of residual stress within
the experimental uncertainty, leading to the conclusion that there are no macro-stresses. Figure
14 and Figure 15 below show the results for the HIPed and stress-relieved conditions,
respectively. The stress measured in the HIPed condition reveals a compressive stress of 285MPa
– much higher than in the as-received material. Since the HIP cycle used reached a maximum
temperature of 1250˚C, it is likely that the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion between
the two phases caused thermal stresses to form during cooling. Details of the entire HIP cycle
can be found in appendix A. The stress-relieved condition was found to have a negligible
magnitude for residual stress, as it was below the error in the measurement itself.
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Figure 13: This figure shows the d vs. sin2 ω behavior for TiC (511) peak at 2θ=134.95 with Cu radiation for
positive (green) and negative (blue) ω tilts. 165 MPa of compressive stress is observed in this phase.
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Figure 14: d vs. sin2 ω behavior for TiC (511) peak at 2θ=134.95 with Cu radiation in the HIPed condition.
285 MPa of compressive stress is observed in this phase.
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Figure 15: d vs. sin2 ω behavior for TiC (511) peak at 2θ=134.95 with Cu radiation in the stress-relieved
condition. No evidence of stress was found in this phase.

The positional measurements obtained revealed that type I macro stresses are not present
within the as-received tiles, although there is significant variation in the results from one position
to another. As mentioned in 2.2.4, three positional scans were completed in order rule out the
possibility in positional variance in the residual stress. Table 8 below shows the residual stress
values measured for three positions across the as-received plate. Note that the average value
obtained for this set of experiments is equivalent to the single measurement shown above.
Table 8: Residual stress values for positional scans.

Scan position

Residual stress (MPa)

R2 value

1

-147

.753

2

-224

.852

3

-126

.936

Average

-166

n/a
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2.4.

Conclusions
The results obtained from the methods employed in this chapter allow the following

conclusions to be made:


All diffracted peaks are attributed to two phases present within the cermet – titanium
carbide (TiC) and nickel (Ni). No other phases are detected above the background
radiation.



A systematic shift in the peaks of both the TiC phase and Ni phase suggests that there are
elements in solid solution within both of the phases. These assertions are supported by
the analysis presented in the subsequent chapter on chemical analysis.



Although the texture analysis did not reveal the presence of crystallographic texture, it
did make it apparent that there are likely very large grains of the nickel phase, which
explains the fluctuation in the observed intensity of the nickel (111) peaks between
different scans.



The fluctuation observed in the Ni (111) peak could also affect the phase volume
fractions as measured by the direct comparison method. The Rietveld method and
external standard methods should not be as vulnerable, as they utilize multiple peaks for
the analysis.



There is a measurable residual stress in the TiC phase of -165 MPa ± 15 MPa.



The Ni phase presumably has a large tensile residual stress in the as-received condition,
based upon the requirements for equilibrium. However, due to the large grain size, it was
not possible to irradiate enough nickel at the tilt values needed to measure residual stress.
The use of a poly capillary X-ray lens or neutron diffraction would be required.
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After the stress-relief heat treatment, the residual stress in the TiC was reduced to an
immeasurably low value (i.e. less than experimental uncertainty 15 MPa).



After the hot isostatic pressing, the stress in the TiC increased to a value of -324 MPa ±
15 MPa. This is likely the result of thermal stresses forming during the cooling part of
the HIP process, as the cermet was cooled at a rate of 50˚C/min.
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3. Image based analysis of phase volume fractions and porosity

3.1.

Introduction
Controlling the microstructure is one of the most potent means by which the materials

engineer can control the properties of a material. Since cermets are composites consisting of a
hard phase embedded in a metal binder, its mechanical properties are particularly sensitive to
changes in volume fraction of the phases. With the DDG-X cermet in particular, the contrast in
properties of the carbide and metal phases makes properties such as thermal conductivity,
fracture toughness, hardness, wear resistance, and elasticity highly dependent on the relative
fraction of the hard phase to the binder. The carbide particle size distribution within the metal
matrix has also been shown to influence properties such as hardness and toughness of the cermet.
In particular it was shown that a finer grain size can decrease the toughness, because it decreases
the mean free path in the binder [13].

3.2.

Experimental procedure

3.2.1. Sample preparation
Samples of the cermet tile about 10mm x 10mm were sectioned from the as-received
DDG-X cermet tile with a low speed saw equipped with a diamond blade. Once sectioned, each
sample is mounted in a 3 cm diameter cylindrical mount composed of Konductomet ©, and
polished using the regimen shown in
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Table 9

below.
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Table 9: Nickel bonded titanium carbide polishing regimen

Grinding/Polishing Disc

Grit Size

Time polished (min)

MD Piano

220

1:30

MD Piano

500

1:30

MD Piano

1200

1:30

MD-Allegro

9μm

1:30

MD-DAC

9μm

4:00

MD-DAC
MD-DAC
MD-CHEM

3μm
1 μm
.25 μm

4:00
4:00
4:00

It must be noted that the grinding discs utilized in steps 1-3 are all diamond impregnated.
The grit size noted is comparable to the grit size of standard SiC grinding discs. However, the
SiC discs were found to be completely ineffective in grinding the cermet due its overall hardness
– in particular the high hardness of the TiC phase.
After polishing, the samples are imaged within a scanning electron microscope with a
beam voltage of 20 keV and a probe current of .03 nA. Note that no etching procedure was
required. The average atomic number of the two phases is so different that there is strong
contrast between the phases [14]. This is why scanning electron microscopy was employed, even
though the level of magnification employed is easily obtained with optical microscopy. The
contrast in the optical microscope images is vastly inferior for this application. All images are
collected at a magnification of 400x, and a focal working distance of 10.7 mm. This makes the
sampling area of each image approximately .012 mm2. After the micrographs are collected, they
are inspected to ensure that there is no polishing damage present. A random sampling of 15
micrographs was collected from each specimen to be used in analysis described below.
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3.2.2. Phase volume fraction determination
For this study, all images were collected with the secondary electron signal via a
scanning electron microscope (SEM). Even though this imaging technique is less sensitive than
back-scattered electron imaging, even secondary electron yield has a weak dependence upon
atomic number [14]. Thus, the grayscale of the SEM micrograph can be related to the average
atomic number (Z) value of the sample’s constituent elements, and the micrographs can be used
to distinguish between the phases based on their gray scale value provided there is a large
enough difference between the average Z values of the two phases. The images presented in this
chapter will demonstrate that this is indeed the case for TiC vs. Ni binder.
Utilizing the freeware program UTHSCSA ImageTool ©, the pixels in each image were
parsed into number values that represented its place on the grayscale (from perfectly black, 0, to
pure white, 255). Next, the data was represented as a histogram, to show how many pixels
belong to a particular value on the grayscale. Figure 16 below shows an example of the
histogram obtained from the micrograph shown.

40000
35000

# of pixels

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Grayscale value

Figure 16: Representative histogram of pixels for each grayscale value where 0 is pure black and 255 is pure
white. Notice the bimodal distribution, with a small percentage of black pixels as well.
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Once the data is parsed into a histogram, it is observed that the pixels fall into a bimodal
distribution. The two gray scale modes correspond to the low Z dark phase titanium carbide, and
high-Z binder phases observed, respectively. We can deduce that the mode with the lower
grayscale value represents the carbide phase, and the other mode represents the binder.
In order to determine the number of pixels that represent each mode, the profiles must
first be fit. In considering each mode separately, a Gaussian function is used to represent the
shape of the distribution, as shown in Figure 17 below.
40000
35000

# of pixels

30000

R2=.991

25000

area- all
gauss 1

20000

gauss 2

15000
10000
5000
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Gray scale value (0 = black, 255 = white)

Figure 17: Example Gaussian fits for generated histogram of grayscale values (same as Figure 16 above). The
areas underneath the Gaussian fits are used to estimate the volume percentage of each phase, and deduce the
porosity.

Although the coefficient of determination (R2) value indicates an adequate fit (some as
high as R2 = 0.999), it was also observed that the Gaussian function was systematically
underestimating the total area beneath the curves. In particular, the fit is not adequately
estimating the tails of the distribution. As such, a pseudo-Voight profile fit was employed. The
equation below shows the approach utilized for each peak:
[

( )

(

) ( )]
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Where L(x) and G(x) represent a Lorentzian and Gaussian function, respectively, and η is
the Lorentzian fraction of the fit. Table 10 below shows the functions used for L(x) and G(x),
and examples of each of these fits can be found in appendix B.
Table 10: Lorentzian and Gaussian functions used within Pseudo Voight profile fit.

(

L(x)
(

G(x)

√

)(
)
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(

)
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)
)
) )

As shown in Figure 18 below, a pseudo-Voight profile improves the fit for this particular curve
by from an R2 value of 0.991 to 0.994. Though the numerical advantage is small, utilizing this fit
eliminates a source of systematic error that can be avoided.
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30000
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0
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Figure 18: Example of pseudo-Voight fits for generated histogram of grayscale values (Same as Figure 16 and
Figure 17 above).
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Each pixel represents an equal amount of area within the micrograph, so the total number
of pixels in a given mode represents its total area in the micrograph. By comparing this to the
total number of pixels in the micrograph, the area percentage for each phase is estimated.
Regardless of the direction in which the as-received sample was sectioned, the particles have
circular cross sections in the micrographs. With this information, it is clear that the particles are
spherical in nature. With this assumption, one can assume that the area percentage is directly
proportional to the volume percentage of the particles [15]. These phase fraction values can be
compared with those obtained using the x-ray diffraction methods outlined in Chapter 2.
In addition to the two modes, there is also a population of pixels that do not represent
either phase and appear black (typically, grayscale value below 70). These pixels represent the
area of the micrograph which is absent of binder or carbide (see Figure 19a). The area
represented by these pixels is associated with the porosity observed in the sample. This
assumption is susceptible to some error, since some pixels with grayscale value of 0 could
represent polishing damage (leading to overestimation). The edges of the pores also often appear
bright white which could lead to underestimation of the true porosity. Finally, some regions of
pores are not pure black. Nevertheless, such a porosity estimate will be shown to agree well with
the other methods employed.
Observations of the sample by eye revealed a characteristic difference in the appearance
of the polished samples for different areas of the specimen. When observed under an optical
microscope, this difference is related to a difference in the level of porosity for different sections
of the plate. As such, a sampling of micrographs from across the entire specimen is utilized to
assess the overall porosity and to provide a quantitative assessment of the porosity distribution.
The area percent of porosity is determined with the method established above for the binder and
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carbide phases. The porosity is also determined via an alternate method for clarification. This
alternate method converts a given micrograph into a black and white image. The threshold is set
between the lower bound of the carbide phase, and the upper bound of the porosity (grayscale
value of 70). Once the image is parsed into black and white, the black pixels represent the area %
of porosity, and the white pixels represent the other two phases together. An example of the raw
SEM micrograph and its black and white conversion is shown below in Figure 19.
(a)

(b)

Figure 19: (a) Example of SEM micrograph, and (b) its black and white conversion for estimation of porosity.

3.3.

Results

3.3.1. Microstructural characterization
Figure 20 below shows a micrograph of the DDG-X cermet in both the as-received (left),
and post-HIP (right) conditions. Recall that no etching procedure was required to obtain good
contrast between the phases in the secondary electron imaging mode. The difference in average
atomic number of the two phases is sufficient to provide the contrast needed [14]. In both
conditions, the particles are observed to be circular in two dimensional sections from all
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directions, and therefore, apparently spherical. This morphology is consistent with observations
made in combustion-synthesized TiC-Ni compounds [9-10].
A core-rim structure is also observed, similar to what is reported in literature [7]. This
core-rim structure is observed primarily in particles with an overall diameter less than or equal to
7μm. In the as-received condition, the core-rim structure is observed to have more “rims” than in
the post-HIP condition. This could be a result of diffusion during the high temperature HIP
process. Since the HIPed specimens do not originate from the same as-received specimens as
were studied in detail here, the HIP process cannot be considered a causal factor in the difference
observed here. On the other hand, given that the HIP process occurs at 1250˚C, it is conceivable
that the titanium and/or molybdenum (Mo has solid solubility within the TiC phase) is
equilibrating across the carbide, leading to a more uniform composition and contrast in the SEM
image. The particles within the post-HIP condition also exhibit increased agglomeration, unlike
the as-received condition. Along with this agglomeration, the ratio of carbide to binder visually
appears different between the two samples observed in as-received and HIPed conditions,
respectively. This observation is supported by the results in the next section.

Figure 20: (Left) SEM micrograph of as-received DDG-X cermet tile, and (right) SEM micrograph of DDG-X
cermet after undergoing HIP treatment.
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Figure 21 below shows an example of the final polished specimen for a case in which
0.11 % (left), 0.94% (middle), and 1.8% porosity is observed (right). This variation in porosity
was observed in multiple specimens, and seems to be directly related to the location of the
micrograph as it related to the compaction axis from the initial processing of the cermet. The
increased amounts of porosity are observed at one edge of the plate, and after a certain depth, the
porosity drops to less than half of a percent (approximately). This dropoff distance is
approximately 3mm into the depth of the plate, which is about half of the total depth of the 6mm
plate that was measured.

.02%

.94%

1.8%

DDG-X cermet tile

Figure 21: Representation of variance of porosity with depth of the plate.

Figure 22 below has a more complete profiling of another sample that shows how the
porosity changes with depth. This analysis was also from a 6 mm plate and it profiles the entire
plate. The fact that the porosity drops off to a minimum after a certain distance suggests that it
may be the result of a single action press used during processing.With a single action press, a
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pressure gradient develops between the active press and the inactive press. Since sintering
processes are governed by the pressures within the compact, a pressure gradient could potentially
lead to a gradient in density.

3

% porosity

2.5
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0.5
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Figure 22: Change in porosity observed with depth of plate...each increment is 600μm

A particle size distribution was also determined for both the as-received and HIPed
material. The sampling analyzed three micrographs for the same sample of each condition. As
mentioned previously, the microstructure is consistent with compounds that have been produced
via combustion synthesis. In those types of samples, the final particle sizes observed have been
confirmed to correlate with the original metal powder particle size. For example, a cermet that
was created from metal powders with a nominal size between 3-5μm will have smaller particles
than one originating from metal powders with a nominal size between 8-10μm [16]. The asreceived sample has an average particle size of 9.12 ± 3.68 μm, and the HIPed sample had an
average particle size of 10.13 ± 3.82 μm. Even though the mean values are statistically distinct
from one another, it cannot be definitively concluded that the difference in size is a result of the
HIP process, since the HIPed sample was not produced from the analyzed as-received sample.
As shown in Figure 23 below, the 2D apparent particle diameters appear to be normally
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distributed. This observation is confirmed with quantile-quantile plots which are observed for
each sample, which can be found in Appendix C.
The 3D particle size diameters can be determined by utilizing the factor of .7943, which
relates the mean intercept diameter (2D diameter) to the 3D diameter [17]. This yields a mean
3D particle size of 11.49 ± 3.68μm for the as-received sample, and 12.78±3.82μm for the HIPed
sample.

Figure 23: Particle size distributions of as-received (left) and HIPed samples (right).

3.3.2. Phase volume fraction and porosity
Table 11 below shows the average volume percentages of the carbide phase, binder
phase, and porosity as determined via image analysis. Full tables with the observations from each
sample, along with their goodness of fit values can be found in Appendix D. The porosity is also
measured to have an average of 1.4% for the same as-received sample, and 1.12% for the same
HIPed sample evaluated above. Table 11 shows the compiled phase fraction results from all
methods employed. Thus, it is observed that although the volume percentage of porosity is
virtually unchanged between samples which were examined in the as-received and HIPed
conditions, the ratio of carbide to binder phase is affected. Since only one bulk sample of HIPed
material was analyzed, the variation could be a result of sample-to-sample discrepancies.
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Table 11: Volume fractions for carbide, metal binder, and porosity as determined by image analysis.

Specimen type Vol % carbide Vol % binder Vol % porosity R2 value
As-received

0.8318

0.1516

0.0166

0.996

Post - HIP

0.8694

0.1117

0.0188

0.995

The porosity is also measured to have an average of 1.4% for the same as-received
sample, and 1.12% for the same HIPed sample evaluated above. Table 12 shows the compiled
phase fraction results from all methods employed.
Table 12: Summary of phase fraction results from chapter 2 and chapter 3

External Standard
Direct Comparison
Rietveld
Image analysis

3.4.

vol % TiC
81
82
84
83

vol % Ni
19
18
16
15

vol % porosity
0
0
0
1.6

Discussion
The results from this section give a significant amount of evidence that the as-received

specimens are created via reaction synthesis, coupled with some pressing action to achieve the
high density observed. First, the spatial discrepancies identified with porosity indicate that there
is some directionality associated with the samples during synthesis. (I.e. there is more porosity
on one side of the plate than the other, suggesting that a single action press may have been
employed.) If produced by combustion synthesis plus a pressing action, the bulk samples would
have been first compressed into a green compact, then ignited, and continuously pressed during
the reaction (see Figure 2 in section 1.2). A single-action press produces a gradient in the
porosity because friction between the particles results in a pressure gradient, and it is the pressure
which drives densification over the sintering forces alone [18]. Second, the microstructure
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consists of spherical TiC particles embedded in a Ni matrix. In literature, this topology for
TiC/Ni-Mo cermets is observed to be a result of combustion synthesis [9-11]. Liquid phase
sintered compacts of this same material system have been observed to produce intermetallic
phases [19].
The image analysis method employed is also established as a consistent and precise way
to measure phase volume fractions of this cermet. All known systematic errors have been
addressed, and the uncertainty for each result is not larger than the amount of porosity detected.
The X-ray diffraction methods are incapable of assessing porosity, or attributing it to a specific
phase. Thus, the image-based techniques permit estimation of important structural features
(particle size, porosity, level of agglomeration, etc.), which are not possible via any of the three
methods employed in Chapter 2. The results suggest that the amount of Ni binder in the cermet
could be overestimated by the X-ray diffraction methods. . The carbide to binder ratio estimated
from the image analysis (without porosity) is .85 to .15, respectively.

3.5.

Conclusions
From these results, we can make a number of affirmations for the method of analysis

used, as well as some of the results obtained from the previous chapter on x-ray diffraction.


First, the cermet consists of spheroidal TiC particles embedded in the Ni matrix. The
topology is such that nearly every TiC particle is fully surrounded by the Ni matrix.
There are, however, some regions where TiC particles appear to touch one another or be
separated by areas of localized porosity. This is consistent with the combustion synthesisbased powder metallurgy process suspected and relevant to fracture modes observed.
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The average particle size of an as-received plate was determined to be 11.49μm and the
particle size distribution is also observed to be normal.



These results confirm that the difference in average atomic number of the TiC and Ni
phases was large enough such that the contrast between them in the SEM micrographs
was enough to delineate the pixels that belong to each phase.



The pseudo-Voight fits used to approximate for the pixel distributions for each phase was
effective and consistent in determining the volume fraction for each phase, yielding a
coefficient of determination values of R2 > 0.996. This helps to establish the method as
self-consistent.



Porosity within the sample is observed as an absence of binder between TiC particles.
The level of porosity observed by thresholding the images (1.4%) or via the fitting
routine discussed above (1.6 %) is consistent with that determined from theoretical
density calculations provided in the next chapter.



The porosity is also observed to be spatially dependent through the thickness of the asreceived tiles (i.e. there is more porosity on one side of the plate relative to the other).
This suggests that the as-received cermet underwent a single action pressing operation
during synthesis. A single action press would produce a gradient in pressure within the
green compact, resulting in a subsequent gradient in density of the final synthesized tiles
would result.



The volume fractions measured in the as received sample via image analysis are: TiC:
0.83, Ni: 0.15, porosity: 0.016. The values obtained via Rietveld whole pattern fitting and
direct comparison method are the closest to this analysis, with measured volume fractions
of TiC: 0.82, Ni: 0.18 and TiC: 0.84, Ni: 0.16, respectively.
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4. Compositional Analysis of DDG-X Cermet tiles

4.1.

Introduction
The previous chapters reveal the presence of a titanium carbide and nickel solid solution

phase within the DDG-X, with relative volume fractions of 0.83 and 0.15, respectively.
However, it is noted that the X-ray diffraction peaks are systematically shifted a la Vegard’s law
[12], suggesting that there are additional elements present in solid solution. In order to gain more
understanding of the chemical composition of the cermet, further analysis of the composition by
phase is needed. Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were conducted on the bulk material in order to
determine both the overall, and phase by phase composition of the material, respectively. Greater
confidence is given to the ICP-OES method than the EDS, because without proper standards for
the material in hand, EDS is essentially a qualitative measure of the chemical composition [20].
For example, it will be shown that the EDS results suggest that molybdenum fluoresces in the
presence of nickel characteristic x-rays. This would mean that this material would have a
tendency to overestimate the amount of molybdenum, while underestimating the amount of
nickel present. With that cautionary note, this chapter will show that the phase by phase
composition obtained by EDS is in fact consistent with the overall composition determined by
ICP-OES.
It must also be noted that neither EDS nor ICP are capable of effectively analyzing the
presence of light elements (Z<10). Some microscopes allow for analysis of elements as light as
carbon, but even with a ZAF correction (Z - atomic number, A- absorption, and F-fluorescence),
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the uncertainty in these values is often unknown [20]. As such, the EDS results obtained in this
chapter will be analyzed from a “metals only” approach. This means that the results will be used
to obtain the relative weight and atomic percentages of the metals.

4.2.

Experimental procedure

4.2.1. Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy
Inductively coupled plasma provides a quantitative measure of the elements present in
inorganic materials through the detection of the “spontaneous emission of photons from atoms
and ions that have been excited in a RF discharge [21]. The sample is introduced in liquid form,
and subsequently nebulized and directed into the plasma. Since the inductively coupled plasma
remains at temperature in excess of 10,000 K, the sample is vaporized, and the resulting atoms
are excited. Finally, the atom returns to its ground state, emitting a photon of characteristic
wavelength in the process. Individual elements weight percentages are quantified by observing
the energy for a given wavelength. The quantities are calibrated against a standard solution of the
constituent elements made from elemental standards of known weight percentages, as well as an
internal standard.
In order to analyze the Ti(Mo)C-Ni cermet tile via inductively coupled plasma optical
emission spectroscopy, 200 mg of the bulk tile digested in solution of 5 ml Nitric acid (99.99%
HNO3), and 5 ml sulfuric acid (99.99% H2SO4). The solution is then placed in a warm (50˚C)
bath with periodic sonication until the bulk sample is completely dissolved. Samples were
obtained from two different plates, with the overall digestion of the cermet lasting for
approximately two weeks.
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Next, the standards must be prepared. Five standards were utilized to ensure a well
calibrated, quantitative measure of the elements present. The first three standards each contain
titanium, carbon, nickel, and molybdenum at the same ratio, but have different concentrations
through dilution. Table 13 below shows the different concentrations in each of the three
standards. There is also an internal standard of yttrium (Y) that is used to flush the system prior
to and between each sample, and an external standard of zinc (Zn) that is used to calibrate the
emission.
Table 13: Standard solutions prepared for ICP - OES analysis

Titanium (in HNO3)
Carbon (in HNO3)
Nickel (in HNO3)
Molybdenum (in NH4OH

High (ppm)

Mid(ppm)

Low (ppm)

600
100
150
150

60
10
15
15

6
1
1.5
1.5

Since the standards are received at an overall concentration of 1000 ppm (each already in
solution), they are diluted with water to achieve the concentrations noted above. Each standard
has a constant volume of 15 mL.
Once all standards are prepared, a zinc sample at 2 ppm concentration is used to calibrate
the system. The internal standard of yttrium that runs constantly throughout the analysis, and
additional Y is used to flush the system between samples. Results from the ICP-OES are given in
weight percentages.

4.2.2. Energy dispersive spectroscopy
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) is a chemical analysis technique that is most
commonly used within a scanning electron microscope (SEM). First, a focused beam of electrons
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is used to excite the electrons within the lower orbitals of all atoms present in the sample, leaving
electron holes behind. For each atom present, another electron drops from a higher shell to
electron hole, and an x-ray of characteristic wavelength is released. By measuring the energy and
amount of x-rays detected over a given collection time, it is possible to resolve the elements
present, and their relative weights. Figure 24 below gives a graphical account of this process.

Figure 24: Graphical representation of theoretical basis of energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) 1 [22]

In some cases however, the emitted x-ray can be absorbed by another element in the
sample with a lower Z value. As a result, an electron within the lower Z element is excited, and
an x-ray with its characteristic wavelength is subsequently emitted. This process is known as
fluorescence [23], and it causes a suppression of the amount of x-rays detected for the higher Z
element, and inflation in the x-rays detected for the lower Z element. The ratio at which this
occurs, known as the k ratio, is specific to the interaction between two elements. Standards with
known weight percentages of sets of elements are used to determine and correct for these ratios
in order to yield a truly quantitative result. In the absence of standards, a so-called ZAF

1

This image is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license. It is open for all
to copy, reuse, and distribute with attribution to author.
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correction is commonly employed, which allows an adjustment for atomic number (Z),
absorption (A), and fluorescence (F). [23]
4.3.

Results

4.3.1. Overall chemistry
Two sample types were examined: one from a DDG-X plate which was 6 mm thick and
one from a plate which was 10 mm thick. Two samples of each type were measured and the
average results reported below. A complete listing of the data and uncertainties can be found in
appendix E, which reveals that none of the samples varied in composition from the others outside
of the experimental uncertainty. This suggests that the David Defense Group has good
compositional control over the synthesis process.
For the ICP analysis, the presence of carbon, molybdenum, nickel, and titanium was
assessed against a reference peak for the respective element. In some cases, multiple reference
peaks were chosen to avoid interference effects that may diminish the presence of one peak.
Table 14

below shows a compilation of the results, including the atomic and weight percent

collected for each. Atomic and weight percentages are average values for elements that are
evaluated against multiple peaks.
Table 14: Average chemical composition of the DDG-X plates determined by ICP -OES

Ti
C
Ni
Mo
Total

Reference wavelengths (nm)
192.8, 323.9, 351
193.0
221.6, 231.6
202,204.5

atomic weight
47.9
12
58.7
95.9

wt.%
59.4
10.8
22.6
7.28
100

at %
46.6
33.6
14.5
2.85
97.44
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4.3.2. Phase-by-phase chemistry
Without a proper standard for the DDG-X cermet, energy dispersive spectroscopy is
regarded as a semi-quantitative technique. As such, this method is used to gain a relative
understanding of how the composition varies spatially within the microstructure. First, an EDS
spectrum of a 600 μm x 600 μm sampling of the DDG-X cermet tile to obtain the overall weight
percentages. Next, point probe analysis is utilized to obtain an EDS spectrum that is specific to
the carbide, and then the binder. Finally, a line scan is performed in order to determine if there
are any spatial differences in the individual phases. Table 15 following scan parameters were
utilized during the area, point, and line scans.
Table 15: EDS scan parameters

Live Time
Dead Time
Beam Current
Beam Voltage
Takeoff Angle

150s
11.51%
.03 nA
15 keV
29

Energy dispersive spectroscopy confirmed the presence of molybdenum in the DDG-X
cermet tiles. Nickel, Molybdenum, Titanium, and Carbon are the only elements detected within
the system. EDS does not detect elements at concentrations less than 0.1 wt% [24], so it is
possible that some trace elements may exist. This method is also not as accurate when detecting
elements with Z<10, so carbon (Z=6) values are viewed with some suspicion. Figure 25 below
shows the area from which the broad spectrum is collected. A relatively low magnification was
selected in order to sample as much area as possible.
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Figure 25: SEM Micrograph of total area examined for EDS broad spectrum. Total area is roughly 1200μm2

Figure 26 below shows the overall composition of the cermet within the parameters of this
technique. The horizontal scale is keV, and the vertical axis is simply counts detected. Table 16
below shows the overall composition as determined by EDS. It is notably different from the
results from ICP-OES as reported in section 4.3.1 above. In particular, the Ni and Mo content
estimated are distinctly different, despite the ZAF corrections made within the software.
However, the phase-by-phase compositional analysis does not seem to be affected as much as the
broad spectrum, as subsequent analyses in this chapter will show.
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Figure 26: EDS compositional analysis of entire microstructure
Table 16: EDS compositional analysis of entire microstructure

Element
Ti
C
Ni
Mo
Total

ZAF
Correction
1.045
2.891
1.060
1.179

Line
KA1
KA1
KA1
LA1

Wt.%

Wt.%
At%
Metals
63.2
69.1
54.4
8.46
n/a
29.1
15.7
17.2
11.1
12.6
13.8
5.43
100.00 100.00 100.00

Chi
Squared
11.4
1.12
0.79
1.83
6.48

Figure 27 below indicates the probe locations used to collect EDS data from the binder
and the carbide phases separately. Figure 28 and Figure 29 below show the EDS spectra
generated for the binder phase and the carbide phase, respectively.
Table 17 and Table 18 below show the respective weight and atomic percentages detected, with
ZAF corrections applied. Within the binder, it is observed that it is mostly nickel, but also
contains titanium and a small amount of molybdenum. Given the interaction volume of the probe
within the binder, it is also possible that some of the carbide phase could be detected beneath the
binder phase. If so, this would exaggerate the C and Ti content within the binder. For the results
reported below, multiple spectra were collected from the binder regions, and the one with the
lowest observed Ti and C were employed to determine the binder chemistry without
contributions from the TiC.
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Binder probe location

Carbide probe location

Figure 27: Binder and carbide probe locations

Figure 28: EDS compositional analysis of binder

Table 17: EDS compositional analysis of binder

Element Line
Ti
C
Ni
Mo
Total

KA1
KA1
KA1
LA1

ZAF
Correction
1.018
7.713
1.044
1.532

Wt.%

Wt.% At%
Metals
4.83
5.43
4.12
11.0
n/a
37.4
83.7
94.1
58.3
0.45
0.51
0.19
100.00 100.00 100.00

Chi
Squared
2.55
1.32
8.63
1.17
6.22
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Within the carbide phase, it is observed that molybdenum is definitively present. However, no
nickel is observed in the carbide phase. This provides good evidence that the interaction volume
of the electron probe is not spilling out of the carbide and into the surrounding binder, since that
is primarily Ni. Since the carbide is primarily Ti and C, two relatively low Z elements, the
interaction volume is likely to be larger in the carbide than in the nickel rich binder. This is
encouraging, since it gives more confidence in the binder composition as well. However, the
binder has narrower dimensions, so there is still reason to be concerned about the composition.

Figure 29: EDS compositional analysis of carbide
Table 18: EDS compositional analysis of carbide

Element Line
Ti
C
Ni
Mo
Total

KA1
KA1
KA1
LA1

ZAF
Correction
1.073
3.018
1.126
1.125

Wt.%

Wt.% At%
Metals
61.16
88.2
32.62
30.64
n/a
65.17
0.19
0.27
0.08
8.02
11.6
2.14
100.00 100.00 100.00

Chi
Squared
57.85
4.11
1.12
2.14
36.48

Owing to the fact that one of the contrast mechanisms of a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) micrograph is directly related to a material’s constituent element’s atomic numbers (or Z
values), it is observed that the nickel-rich binder appears bright, relative to the lower average Z
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carbide. At a more detailed level, it is observed that the composition of each of the carbide
particles seems to vary, since there are contrast variations within individual carbide particles.
Some carbide particles are darker than others, implying that they have lower molybdenum
content. As shown in Figure 30 below, a core-rim structure, as previously observed by LaSalvia
[7], is observed to be present. In some cases, more than one rim is observed. In the figure below,
the carbide serves as both the core, and the outermost rim. Instances of a carbide core with a
molybdenum rim are also observed. Figure 31 below shows the corresponding line scan for the
micrograph in Figure 30. The two little peaks on the left hand side of the in the Mo
compositional trace (Figure 31) correspond with the light colored ring in the first particle. The
broader peak on the right hand side of the Mo trace correspond to the lighter colored “bulls eye”
in the middle of the second particle interrogated.

Figure 30 : SEM Micrograph illustrating core-rim structure within carbide
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Figure 31: Linescan across core-rim structure illustrating the change in molybdenum content.

This core-rim structure is evidence that the DDG-X cermet tiles have been processed via
combustion synthesis with elemental powders, as opposed to liquid phase sintering of
homogenous TiC particles within a Ni-rich binder, which produces a cubic TiC core-rim
structure [25]. In order to explore this core-rim structure further, a line scan is performed to gain
perspective on how the composition varies within a phase, and to determine the relative
compositions between phases. The results, as shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33 and below, give
additional confirmation that the molybdenum exists almost entirely in the carbide phase. This
makes sense, given that titanium carbide has a high solid solubility for molybdenum whereas
nickel has almost no molybdenum solubility, as evidenced by the phase diagrams which can be
found in appendix F. At all points throughout the scan, molybdenum is detected at a higher
weight percentage than both the EDS broad spectrum and point scans. This provides some
additional evidence that when within the binder phase; the point probe interaction volume may
be picking up some carbide particles just beneath the surface. Again, this was avoided in the
point probe measurements by selecting spectra with the lowest content of Ti and C.
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weight %

Figure 32: SEM micrograph showing probe path for line scan analysis.
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Figure 33: Line scan results showing change in metal composition over a span of 55μm. The titanium weight
percentage can be used to track when the probe was within the carbide or binder phase.

These results also pose a few questions that may be useful to answer. First, what drives the
molybdenum into solution with the titanium carbide as opposed to the nickel binder? One can
assume that there is a thermodynamically based reason that this occurs, but for the purpose of
creating the core-rim structure intentionally, it would be very helpful to know. Authors suggest
that the core-rim structure is a result of non-equilibrium conditions produced when there are Mo-
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rich areas within either the carbide or binder melt during formation [26]. Other authors who have
studied these kinds of materials have mentioned the presence of molybdenum as a wetting agent,
and it has also been found to have some implications to macro scale properties such as fracture
toughness [7].

4.4. Discussion

Both methods of chemical analysis have their own respective strengths and limitations.
First, the method of EDS analysis can sometimes suffer from interactions between the
constituent elements, such as secondary fluorescence. The detector is only capable of
distinguishing the energy (or wavelength) associated with an emitted x-ray, so a standard is the
only way to quantify how much the output values need to adjust. ICP, on the other hand, is only
capable of giving the overall composition of a material since all samples must be in solution
prior to analysis. With these known limitations, the two methods are combined to provide a
robust solution for the DDG-X cermet.
At first glance, it looks as if the nickel is fluorescing the molybdenum, since the Ni is low
and Mo is high in the overall EDS data, relative to the composition determined by ICP-OES.
Interestingly, however, phase-by-phase analysis reveals that the Mo content in the binder is
almost nil, and the Mo content in the nickel-poor carbide is rated to be only 8 wt %. Thus, it is
hard to see how the overall Mo composition could possibly be 13 wt %, as shown in Table 16
above. The following calculations are made based on the phase volume fractions obtained by xray (Chapter 2) or image (Chapter 3) analysis with the initial (to be tested) assumption that the
individual phase compositions via EDS are correct.
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Given the known crystal structures of the two phases determined by x-ray diffraction
(Chapter 2), and assuming the chemistries obtained by EDS are approximately correct, one can
determine the theoretical densities of the individual phases. With the added information of the
individual phase volume percentage (including porosity), one can determine the theoretical
density of the plate overall. The formula below gives the theoretical basis upon which the phase
densities were calculated:
(∑

∑

)

Where n’ is the number of formula units per cell, AC is the average atomic mass on the cation
lattice sites, AA is the average atomic mass on the anion lattice sites, VC is the unit cell volume,
and NA is the constant Avogadro’s number. Table 19 below shows the method used to calculate
the inputs used in the density formula above, and Table 20 below shows the values utilized. The
atomic fractions are generated using the phase by phase atomic percentages from the EDS
analysis presented earlier in this chapter.
Table 19: Methods for calculating parameters used in theoretical density evaluation

Nickel
Titanium
Carbide

n’
4 (cF4)

AC*
fNiANi + fTiATi + fMoAMo

AA
n/a

VC
(3.52 Å)3

4 (cF8)

fNiANi + fTiATi + fMoAMo

ACarbon

(4.93 Å)3

*f represents the atomic fraction of the respective element in the given phase as calculated by EDS. This number is calculated
using the relative fractions of the metals only.

Table 20: Atomic fractions and atomic mass values used in theoretical density calculation

fNi
ANi
fTi
ATi
fMo
AMo
.9312 58.68 .0658 47.87 .003 95.94
Nickel
Titanium
.0023 58.68 .9362 47.87 .0614 95.94
Carbide

fC
0

AC
12.01

ρ (g/cc)
5.17

1

12.01

8.63
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Once we have the weight fractions of the individual phases, we can determine the overall
composition of the composite. This number can be determined by converting the calculated
volume fractions per phase (from image analysis TiC: 0.83, Ni: 0.15, porosity: 0.016) to a weight
percentage [27]. For example, the Mo content in the cermet as a whole: 11.6 wt.% (metals basis)
in the carbide x 74 wt% carbide2 + 0.5wt% in the binder x 26wt% binder yields 8.7 wt %, which
is within 1% of the ICP result (8 wt% metals basis). However, when you scan over the whole
sample in the SEM you get a value of 13% (which is bigger than both of the individual phases
and makes no sense). This suggests that one cannot do reliable standardless corrections of the
EDS data from multiphase broad area scans, but the data from individual phases does seem fairly
reliable. Similarly, with the numbers for Ni: 94wt% in the 26wt% binder + 0.3 wt.% in the
74wt% carbide we obtain an overall Ni content of 25 wt% which is essentially equal to the ICP
result of 25 wt.%. The analysis of Ti is similarly encouraging: 88wt% (metals basis) in the 74
wt% carbide + 5.4 wt% in the 26wt% binder yields an overall Ti content of 66.7 wt%, again very
similar to the overall ICP result of 66.5 wt%.
With regard to the interstitial alloying element, C, it is observed in the EDS spectrum of
the binder phase. However, carbon is such a light atom (Z=6), that it is not possible to accurately
quantify the amount with this method. The high level of C suggested may result from spilling of
the electron interaction volume from the binder into the carbide phase. If one makes an estimate
of the C content based upon an assumption of 100% site occupancy in the Ti(Mo)C and nil C in
the binder, based upon the very small solubility for C in Ni at low temperatures (see Appendix
F), one obtains 19.1wt% in the carbide which means (given the 74wt% phase fraction of TiC in
the cermet) there should be about 14wt% overall. This is significantly higher than the ICP-OES
2

In order to determine the wt% from the known vol%, we employ the theoretical density for each phase (calculated
below)
[
( (
)
)] , where
is density of the TiC phase and
is density of the
matrix.
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estimate of 11wt%. Given the relatively high eutectic solubility for C in Ni, it is possible that the
overall C content is even higher. The actual C content remains unknown at this point. One
interesting follow-up question would be to determine the C site occupancy in the TiC phase.
Previous researchers have struggled to obtain complete site occupancy in monolithic TiC [3132]. It would be interesting to know how combustion synthesized carbide in the present cermet
compares.
With regard to substitution alloying additions, there is 6.14 wt.% Mo in the TiC and there
is 6.58 wt.% Ti in the Ni-binder. As mentioned previously, this makes sense as TiC has a
moderate solid solubility for Mo whereas it is nearly insoluble in Ni. Similarly, Ti is quite
soluble in Ni. This partitioning of Mo in the TiC phase is also observed by a study performed by
LaSalvia and Meyers [7] in which they investigate the effect of Mo content on the properties of
the cermet. They also note the appearance of a Mo-rich shell, core, or both as described as a
“core-rim” structure as observed here. There also is effectively no nickel in the carbide phase,
and no molybdenum in the nickel phase. This is also consistent with the phase behavior for these
systems, as TiC has little solubility for Ni and Ni has no solid solubility for Mo. In addition,
there was no observation of any Ni-Ti intermetallics which frequently form at the interface
between the binder and the carbide during liquid phase sintering [28]. This is additional evidence
that the material was produced by combustion synthesis. All relevant phase diagrams may be
found in appendix F.
From this point, a simple rule of mixtures calculation can be used to obtain the
compound’s theoretical density as shown below:
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The volume fraction values from Rietveld analysis (84% TiC, 16% Ni) can be used to
estimate the theoretical density at 5.72 g/cc. When compared with the geometrically measured
density of 5.52 g/cc, this yields an estimated porosity of 3.7%, which dis a bit higher than the
value of 1.6% obtained from the image analysis. However, it should be noted that depending on
the assumptions made, the calculated density can fluctuate. For example, if one assumes that the
highest estimate of carbide volume fraction obtained in this study (85% TiC, 15% Ni via image
analysis) one obtains a theoretical density of 5.69 g/cc, yielding a porosity of 3.0%. If one
assumes the lowest estimate of carbide (81% TiC, 19% Ni via direct comparison XRD), one
obtains a theoretical density of 5.83 g/cc, yielding a porosity level of 5.3%. Further, assuming
only 88% site occupancy of carbon in the TiC lattice and the volume fractions from Rietveld
analysis, the theoretical density is calculated as 5.62 g/cc, which yields an estimated porosity of
1.8%. The calculated density could fall anywhere within the range of 5.59 g/cc (highest carbide
fraction and 88% C site occupancy), and 5.83 g/cc (lowest carbide fraction and 100% C site
occupancy). In summary, the porosity level obtained by image analysis is within the range of
values one would compute based on reasonable estimates of the theoretical density. If anything,
these estimates would suggest a slightly higher level of porosity may be present than the image
analysis indicates.
4.5. Conclusions
These results combined with those from Chapter 3 allow us to make a number of
conclusions regarding the elements of the cermet microstructure which will affect the mechanical
properties. They are listed below:
 The inductively coupled plasma-optical spectroscopy shows the overall chemistry in
weight percent of the cermet as 59% TiC, 11% C, 23% Ni, and 7% Mo. Other elements
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were not present in quantities above the detection limit of the technique. Notably, the C
content appears to be underestimated based upon the known carbide volume fraction and
reasonable assumptions regarding C site occupancy.
 Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) of the overall chemistry of the cermet was found
to be inaccurate. This is likely a result of complex interactions that happen between the
phases and/or secondary fluorescence.
 Although EDS is not effective in determining the overall chemistry, it provides a phase by
phase metals-basis chemistry (in the nickel-rich binder: 94%Ni, 5.4%Ti, <1% Mo, and in
titanium carbide: <1%Ni, 88% Ti, 11%Mo, all wt%). Given the known phase fractions
from XRD and image analysis, it was shown that the overall chemistry determined by
EDS was equivalent with to within 1% of the overall chemistry as determined by ICPOES. Since carbon is too light (Z=6) to be estimated effectively by this method, the phase
by phase chemistry is determined with a metals only analysis.
 The theoretical density is calculated using a rule of mixtures to be between 5.59 g/cc and
5.83 g/cc with the phase chemistry found by chemical analysis and volume fractions
found by image analysis. The geometrically measured density is 5.52 g/cc. With these
values, the expected porosity is between 1.2 – 5.6%. The measured value of 1.8 % from
image analysis falls within the lower end of this range.
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5. Mechanical properties of Ti(Mo)C-Ni cermets

5.1.

Introduction
Cermets are structural composites in which the majority phase is a brittle ceramic and a

minority (< 20 volume %) phase “binder” consisting of a ductile metal. They can be designed to
exhibit a desirable combination of mechanical properties characteristic of both ceramics and
metals such as high hardness, wear resistance, and acceptable levels of fracture toughness. Since
these materials are primarily ceramic by volume fraction, the properties tend to be closer in
behavior to that of the ceramic. As such, due consideration must be given to the presence of
microstructural defects (pores, micro cracks, and surface irregularities) when evaluating
mechanical properties.

5.2.

Experimental procedure

5.2.1. Pulse-echo ultrasonic measurement of elastic moduli
The elastic properties of the Ti(Mo)C – Ni sample were measured via the pulse-echo
ultrasonic technique. In the ultrasonic technique, the speed of sound in the medium is measured ,
and the components of the stiffness tensor can be obtained given density. Given that the
crystallographic texture has been confirmed to be random (see section2.3.3), the material is
assuredly isotropic via Neumann’s principle. Hence, the linear elastic stiffness tensor has only
two independent components. For example, the components C11 and C44 can be determined using
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measurements of the ultrasonic velocity of longitudinal (compression) waves and shear waves,
respectively.
Samples are prepared as squares (of arbitrary size, provided the area is considerably
larger than the ultrasonic transducer which are employed), each with a thickness that is less than
10mm. Thicker samples of this material would suffer from too much attenuation making the
echoes difficult to resolve on the oscilloscope. In order to obtain precise measurements, the
sample surfaces must be as flat and parallel as possible. As such, each sample was polished to a
finish of 1μm, with a slope less than .01 mm over the entire length (~30mm) of the specimen.
The thicknesses of the samples were averaged across multiple measurements with a micrometer,
across the plate as shown in Figure 34 below. Samples in both the as-received and HIPed
condition are examined, and the determined thicknesses are shown in Table 21 below. The
uncertainty in the thickness measurements is evaluated considering two possible sources: the
resolution of the micrometer and the repeatability of the measurement.

Figure 34: Schematic of location of thickness measurements.

Table 21: Average thickness values of samples, standard deviation and total experimental uncertainty (with
95% confidence level)

Sample dav, mm σd, mm
5.5836 0.0121
AR1
5.7422 0.0081
AR2
3.4232 0.0076
AR3
5.3960 0.0089
HP

u, mm
±0.00546
±0.00370
±0.00348
±0.00405
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In order to measure the elastic modulus, a sinusoidal pulse is emitted from a Panametrics
5072PR pulser-receiver pulse generator to a Panametrics ultrasonic transducer with a center
frequency of 2.25MHz, either longitudinal or shear. The signal then propagates through the
medium, and reflects off of the back of the specimen. Finally the reflected wave is collected by
the Tektronix TDS 3032C digital phosphor oscilloscope, and the time of flight can be observed
as the time between two reflected peaks. In order to obtain a more accurate time of flight, the
time between four reflected peaks is measured and the average spacing between two peaks is
determined. Once the time-of-flight is obtained, the speed of sound in the medium is calculated
with the classic kinematics formula,

where v is the velocity (longitudinal or shear) of sound in medium, d is the sample thickness, and
t is the time of flight. Once the velocities are known, components of the elastic stiffness tensor
can be obtained with the following formulae:
√

,

√

,

If we assume that the material is isotropic, C11 and C44 are related to the Young’s modulus, E,
shear modulus, G, and the Poisson’s ratio, υ, as follows:
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From these relationships, E, G, and ν can be calculated to be the following:
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Figure 35 below shows a schematic of the setup used to collect the time of flight of both
the longitudinal and shear waves through the cermet medium. Both the longitudinal and
transverse transducers have a contact diameter of 1”, and have a frequency of 2.25MHz. The
ultrasonic transducer and oscilloscope system was operating at a pulse energy = 4 (104 μJ),
pulse-receiver frequency (PRF) = 1 kHz, gain = 2.4 dB, damping = 3 (50 Ω) using both highpass and low-pass hardware filters.

Figure 35: Schematic of experimental setup for ultrasonic elastic modulus measurements.

5.2.2. Hardness and Strength (Compressive and Flexural)
A standard Vickers pyramidal diamond indenter was used to determine the hardness of
the cermet tile. Ten indents each were made on the as-received and HIPed material with a load of
1 kg and a dwell time of 15 s. The indent size was measured using an optical microscope and
computer that permit digital image capture and analysis which are coupled with the indenter.
Vickers hardness was calculated using the following formula:
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Compression testing was conducted on cylindrical samples of the cermet in accordance
with ASTM standard E9-89a. The sample chosen was a right cylinder with a height to diameter
ratio of 2.5:1, which is the recommended ratio for cemented carbides. Actual samples were 10
mm in diameter and 25 mm tall. Testing was completed on both the as-received and HIPed
material, where the yield strength and elastic modulus were determined using ASTM standards
E9-89a and E111, respectively. It is important to note that a limited number of samples were
tested to failure due to the damage inflicted on the platens used. The platens were made of
hardened steel with a Rockwell hardness of 975 HV, which is lower than the hardness observed
for the cermet. Each sample was pre-loaded to 2 kN, loaded into 120 kN (which, given the crosssectional area is still below the yield stress), and subsequently unloaded back to 2 kN. During the
unload portion, the elastic modulus is measured. Next, the samples were either loaded until
nonlinearity in the load-displacement curve was observed or to failure. Although expected to be
very strong, the cermet is also suspected to be fairly brittle due to its high carbide content. It is
expected to fail in a catastrophic manner that could damage the extensometer that is used to
measure strain. As such, the extensometer is removed after the unload portion of the test.
Utilizing the load-extension data from the remainder of the test, a compliance factor is
determined and used to estimate the actual stress-strain curve for the cermet.
In order to assess the DDG-X cermet performance in bending, flexural testing was also
performed. This testing was performed in accordance with ASTM standard C1161: Standard
Test Method for Flexural Strength of Advanced Ceramics at Ambient Temperature. This method
is preferred over the standards for metallic materials because it takes into account the flaws
present in the cermet. The metallic method assumes a much higher tolerance for strain, which is
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not expected in the cermet due to its high volume fraction of ceramic. This analysis is completed
for 10 samples each of the as-received and the stress-relieved condition. The samples are
rectangular bend beams which are nominally 8 mm x 52.5 mm x 3.5 mm. They are tested in
four-point bending in which the outer span (40 mm) is exactly twice the inner span (20 mm).
Load-deflection data is collected for the specimens as the samples are loaded until failure.
Flexural strength is computed using the following formula:

Where P is the load, L is the difference between the outer and inner span, b is the width, and d is
the thickness. After the load-deflection data is collected, the maximum load reached is used to
calculate the flexural strength with the equation above. A small subset of samples for the flexural
test was imaged after failure occurred in order to examine the failure surface.

5.2.3. Single edge v-notched beam fracture toughness testing
Several recognized methods are available today for the evaluation of the fracture
toughness of ceramic based material such as the single edge pre-cracked beam (SEPB), and the
single edge notched beam (SENB). Due to unstable crack propagation properties however, these
methods are often extremely difficult to realize. As a result modified methods have been
developed and tested against traditional methods to compare reliability.
The method applied in this study is the single edge v-notched beam (SEVNB) method, as
pioneered by Awaji et al. [29]. This method is a slight modification of the ASTM standard
method E-399 in which the fatigue pre-crack at the end of the machined notch is replaced with a
sharp notch. Results reported by Awaji show that this method is effective in estimating the plane
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strain fracture toughness. A round robin study conducted by the Versailles Project on Advanced
Materials and Standards also confirmed that this method provides consistent results, as long as
the notch radius is maintained below twice the largest microstructural feature [30]. Considering
the larger particles within the cermet, the notches in this experiment should be However, it has
been shown that in the case of larger defects near the notch tip, the notches need not be as small
[31]. The notches were introduced via polishing with a standard razor blade (thickness of about
250 μm), coupled with a 9 μm diamond suspension followed with finishing with both a 3 μm and
1 μm diamond suspension. Due to the high hardness of the cermet, the notch in each specimen
took an average time of 4 hours to introduce. Since the samples were also ground to 1200 grit on
their faces (taking .5 hours) and 19 samples were prepared, this aspect of the research entailed
many weeks. Figure 36 below shows a schematic of the sample geometry that was EDM wire cut
from a bulk tile. The polished notch was introduced at the tip of the machined notch, as shown in
Figure 37 below. A table of the notch radii and initial crack lengths can be found in appendix G.

Figure 36: Schematic of fracture toughness sample geometry. All dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 37: Optical images of the polished notch prior to testing. The radius at the notch tip is approximately
30μm.

In order to determine the effect of porosity on the fracture toughness values, samples
were EDM wire cut from different sections of an 18 mm plate, to exploit the spatial differences
in porosity observed. Four samples each were machined from opposite sides of one plate, since it
was shown (in section 3.3.2) that there is strong through-thickness variation in the porosity. Tests
were also completed for the HIPed sample to attempt to measure whether or not any advantage is
provided over the as-received conditions.
The fracture toughness of the cermet was evaluated for both the as-received and post-HIP
condition utilizing the equation developed by Wakai et al [29] :

;
Where P is the maximum fracture load, S is the span, B is the thickness, W is the width, a
is the pre-crack length, and Y is a shape factor.
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5.3.

Results

5.3.1. Elastic moduli
Four different samples were employed in this study – 3 as-received samples (denoted
AR) and 1 HIPed sample (denoted H). Each of the samples is from a different initial bulk plate,
with thicknesses varying from 8mm to 18mm. Figure 38 and Figure 39 below show examples of
the longitudinal and shear waveforms obtained from each of the samples. In order to order to
accurately determine the time of flight, an autocorrelation function is employed. Peaks in the
autocorrelation are more readily identified than those shown in the raw data shown in Figures 38
and 39 below. Table 22 and Table 23 below show the collected time of flight measurements for
each one, along with the associated uncertainty in each measurement. A detailed description of
how the uncertainties are calculated can be found appendix H.

Figure 38: Representative longitudinal waveform for an as-received sample. Waveform comes from
sample AR3, and time of flight measurements are shown within.
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Table 22: Average longitudinal measured time-of-flight and uncertainty
Sample τav., µs στ, µs
1.256 0.004
AR1
1.267 0.004
AR2
0.755 0.022
AR3
1.217 0.002
HIP

u, µs
±0.003
±0.003
±0.013
±0.002

Figure 39: Representative shear waveform for an as-received sample. Waveform comes from
sample AR3, and time of flight measurements are shown within.

Table 23: Average shear measured time-of-flight and uncertainty
Sample τav., µs
2.096
AR1
2.153
AR2
1.307
AR3
2.037
HP

στ, µs
0.0058
0.0058
0.0058
0.0058

u, µs
±0.008
±0.008
±0.008
±0.008

Table 24 below shows a summary of the longitudinal and shear velocities along with the
corresponding elastic constants. Taking an average of these four values, the elastic modulus of
the material can be calculated as E=383 GPa, the shear modulus as G = 155 GPa, and Poisson’s
ratio as 0.232 using the equations shown in section 5.2.1.
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Table 24: Pulse- Echo Modulus results summary
Sample vL, m/s vS m/s C11, GPa C44, GPa E, GPa G, GPa
8891
5326
436
156
382
156
AR1
9066
5333
454
157
387
157
AR2
9064
5239
454
151
378
151
AR3
8865
5298
434
154
378
154
H
8972
5299
445
155
382
155
AVG

υ
0.22
0.23
0.25
0.22
0.23

5.3.2. Hardness and strength (compressive and flexural)
The hardness of the cermet in both its as-received and HIPed condition was measured to
be 1136 ± 168 HV and 1373 ± 265 HV, respectively. The complete list of measurements can be
found in appendix I. The hardness of the HIPed sample is significantly larger than that of the asreceived condition, as confirmed by student’s t-test.
For both the as-received and post-HIPed condition of the cermet, compressive failure was
observed to be brittle in nature. The sample failed at a strain between 1-1.2% strain, having
accumulated a plastic strain of only 0.3%. As such, the compressive strength is considered to be
the compressive fracture strength. Table 25 below shows the compiled results for both conditions
averaged over 6 samples (as-received), and 3 samples (HIPed). For the ultimate compressive
strength, only two samples per condition were tested all the way to failure. Although it has been
reported that evidence of localized shear and extensive micro cracking can be observed in
polished samples after ballistic loading [32], no significant changes in the microstructure have
been found between samples before and after deformation from the quasi-static loading. Imaging
of the samples that were tested to failure could not be completed, as polishing the remains of the
right cylinder samples was not possible due to the destruction of the sample. Figure 40 below
shows compliance-corrected data for the compressive test. The data appear to be non-linear,
which could potentially a result of simultaneous plastic deformation in the nickel phase, and
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elastic deformation in the titanium carbide phase. A full listing of compression testing results can
be found in appendix J.
Table 25: Summary of mechanical properties obtained by compression testing

Property
.2 % yield strength
Elastic Modulus (unload)
Ultimate compressive strength
.2 % yield strength
Elastic Modulus (unload)
Ultimate compressive strength

As-received

Post-HIP

Value
2.25 GPa
330 GPa
2.67 GPa
2.22 GPa
323 GPa
2.62 GPa

Standard deviation
.21 GPa
60 GPa
.14 GPa
.17 GPa
30 GPa
.20 GPa

3000

Stress (MPa)

2500
2000
1500

CT2-06-H
CT2-04

1000
500
0
0.000

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008 0.010 0.012
Strain (mm/mm)

0.014

0.016

0.018

Figure 40: Compression test results for as-received (blue) and HIP (red) cermet conditions

Figure 41 below shows the results from the four point bending test. The results show that
the flexural strength of the cermet is 567 MPa ± 122 MPa. The heat treatment is observed to
have a flexural strength of 528 MPa ± 148 MPa, which is not significantly different from the as-
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received material. As such, the entirety of the data can be used to perform a Weibull analysis on

Flexural Strength (MPa)

the results.
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Figure 41: Measured flexural strength of cermet for as-received and heat treated condition.

Figure 42 below shows the Weibull distribution function for the flexural strength data.
The red line indicates the probability of survival at a given stress level, and it is overlaid with the
histogram data of the observed flexural strength. The Weibull distribution is given by the
following equation [33]:

(

Where

)

{ (

) }

is the probability of survival for a given volume

is the Weibull characteristic

strength (strength below which 37% of specimens will survive), and

is the Weibull modulus.

In Figure 42 below, the dotted green line represents a probability of survival of 37%,
corresponding to the Weibull characteristic strength, which can be used to calculate the Weibull
modulus of 4.6. This value is much lower than the value anticipated by the vendor (m=15) and
indicates very stochastic behavior.
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Figure 42: Weibull distribution function overlaid with histogram data of the flexural strength testing. The red
line indicates the probability of failure at the given stress level, and the dotted green line indicates a
probability of survival of 37% (corresponds to the mean flexural strength).

When compared with the compressive strength, the bend strength is observed to be
significantly lower. As such, SEM microscopy of the failed bend beam samples was performed
in order to determine the primary mode of failure. The micrographs revealed that fracture is the
primary mode of failure. In Figure 43a and b multiple instances of fracture within the carbide
phase is visible. Pores are also observed, and can be seen in Figure 43 a. Initially, the hypothesis
was that large flaws within the cermet could be the cause of failure at such low stress levels.
However, utilizing the conventional fracture mechanics formula
√
where

is the fracture toughness, σ is the applied stress, and

is the critical flaw size, the

required pore size to cause such a failure can be calculated. Using the average bend strength
measured, and the fracture toughness measured (see section 0), the critical flaw size is estimated
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to be 230μm. After multiple specimens were examined in the SEM, this hypothesis was ruled
out, as the largest flaws observed were on the order of 50μm.

a

b

Figure 43: Example SEM micrograph of fracture surface of bend beams after testing.

5.3.3. Fracture toughness
The shape of the load curve revealed that the material fractures in a brittle manner,
meaning that the maximum load is also the failure point of each specimen (see appendix K).
Figure 44 below shows the results obtained for all of the as-received conditions, as well as the
HIPed condition. The data reveal that the three as-received conditions are no different from one
another. As such, their values can be averaged to yield an overall as-received fracture toughness
of 15.2 MPa·m1/2. The HIPed specimens have an average fracture toughness of 17.2 MPa·m1/2.

K1C (Mpa m 1/2)
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Figure 44: Fracture toughness values for all conditions. As-received, top, and bottom all come from different
as-received plates.

Table 26: Summary of fracture toughness results for all conditions

As-received
Hot Isostatic
Pressed

Sample condition
As-received
Top
Bottom
Average

K1C MPa-m1/2
16.49
14.37
14.69
15.2

σ MPa-m1/2
1.94
1.2
0.38
1.2

17.26

2.19

The difference in properties of the two phases within the cermet is evident upon viewing
the fracture surface. Figure 45 below shows a micrograph of the cermet that exhibits brittle
fracture in the carbide particles as evidenced by flat, cleaved planes. The micrograph also shows
the ductile nature of the metal matrix, which is observed as the elongation of the matrix around
the carbide particles. Figure 45 also shows a characteristic porosity that is not immediately
apparent from the sample preparation. On the portion of the micrograph labeled “porous”, it is
observed that the carbide particles do not have any surrounding metal matrix. In each case, this
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phenomenon is observed to be localized toward one side of the specimen, suggesting that it could
be processing induced.

Porous

Non-porous

Figure 45: Fracture surface of as-received DDG-X cermet

5.4.

Discussion
The elastic modulus was also calculated via rule of mixtures to gain a point of reference.

The moduli listed for titanium carbide and nickel are ETiC = 436 GPa, GTiC = 1933 GPa, ENi =
207 GPa, GNi = 76 GPa [34]. Given these values, we can obtain the Poisson’s ratio for both
phases as υTiC = 0.2, and υNi = 0.36. Applying the following Voight upper-bound rule of mixtures
formula, and volume fractions calculated from the image analysis, the composite moduli are
estimated to be EC = 403 GPa, and GC = 172 GPa, and υC = 0.22.

3

Given as a range from 110-193 GPa.
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Where Q is the given property (E, G, or υ), and w is the respective volume fraction. In
this case, the relation

. The presence of porosity will cause a

subsequent decrease in any property calculated, but given the measured porosity in the cermet
the decrease is expected to be negligible. Applying the following Reuss lower bound rule of
mixtures, the composite moduli are estimated to be EC = 388 GPa, GC = 155 GPa, and υC = 0.22.

Where Q is the given property (E, G, or υ), and w is the respective volume fraction. Lastly, the
two obtained values can be averaged for a Hill estimate, which yields values of EC = 395GPa, GC
= 160 GPa, and υC = 0.22.
It should be noted that the results for elastic modulus as obtained by compression
(330GPa) testing was much lower than measured with the ultrasonic technique (383 GPa), or
even the lower bound rule of mixtures calculation (388 GPa). Figure 46 illustrates the upper
(Voight) and lower (Reuss) bounds for a rule of mixtures with this material system and the
ultrasonic measured modulus over the range of possible carbide phase volume fractions. It is
shown that the measured value is well-bounded by the two limits which assume either equal
strain (Voight) or equal stress (Reuss) between the two phases. Since this is not the ideal fibermatrix case often considered (uni-directional, equal fibers embedded in a matrix), this cermet is
expected to have a modulus in between the two bounds. At such a high volume fraction, the
proximity of the particles is expected to have an impact. For example, wherever there is contact
between two or more particles, a force chain can exist between them. This phenomenon is
sometimes referred to as “jamming”, and it plays a large role in the observed properties at such
high volume fractions [35]. The discrepancy in the modulus measured by compressive testing
could also be a result of these complex interactions between the phases during testing.
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Figure 46: Plot illustrating upper (Voight), lower (Reuss), and average (Hill) rule of mixture boundaries for elastic
modulus.

It is likely that the Ni binder is deforming plastically while the TiC phase is still in its
elastic region, which would explain the lower apparent modulus during the compression test. In a
metallographic analysis after impact loading, Compton and Zok [32] observed significant plastic
flow in the Ni binder, as well as micro cracking in the TiC phase. Although the nature of the
loading is different, it provides confirmation that the two phases impose a constraint on one
another such that they can be in drastically different states at the same time. Ultimately, the
relationship between stress and strain for this composite material simply may not be linear.
The flexural strength (~520MPa) of the cermet was measured to be approximately 20%
of its compressive strength (~2620 MPa). Much of the discrepancy is attributed to the cermet’s
poor tensile strength, but the magnitude of the difference suggests that there may be other
influencing factors. As previously mentioned, with the average measured toughness of 15.2
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MPa·m1/2, a critical flaw size is estimated to be ~230μm, which is unreasonably large (calculated
with conventional fracture mechanics relationship

√

). LaSalvia and Meyers [7] show

that the flexural strength changes drastically with Mo content due to the change in bond strength
between the two phases. It is possible that even a small amount of porosity in the specimens
could affect the measured flexural stress. The obtained result is also much lower than estimated
by the vendor (900-2000 MPa). It is unclear whether these values are measured or estimated
based on other known properties of the cermet.
The full set of measured and inferred mechanical properties are summarized in
Table 27 below. Once these results are collected, some preliminary microstructureprocess-property relationships can be speculated.
Table 27: Property summary for Ti(Mo)C-Ni cermet

Property
Bulk density
Average grain size
Flexural Strength (4-pt-bend)
Compressive Strength
Elastic Modulus
Poisson’s ration
Hardness (Vickers)
Fracture Toughness
Shear Modulus
Bulk Modulus
Longitudinal Wave Velocity
Transverse (Shear) wave velocity

Value
5.52 g/cm3
9.13μm
520 MPa
2.72 GPa
383 GPa
0.23
1140 HV
15.2 MPa·m1/2
155 GPa
240 GPa
9007 m/s
5300 m/s

Although the elastic properties were found to adhere to a rule of mixtures formula, the
strength properties did not. This potentially indicates that the strength properties are sensitive to
more than just the volume fraction of the phases. Compton and Zok [32] conclude that these
properties are fairly dependent on the topology observed in the microstructure. The topology of
this cermet can be described as discrete ceramic particles surrounded by a nickel matrix. Its
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continuous nature allows for the softer metal matrix to flow plastically as the ceramic particles
continue to absorb elastic energy from the loading source [32]. Other authors have found that a
lack of continuity (in this case porosity), could lead to a decrease in the fracture toughness, as the
crack propagation through the cermet is not slowed by the tougher metal binder [11,40]. In the
TiC/Ni system, this continuity is addressed through the processing in two ways: improving the
phase to phase wetting with an elemental add-in, and decreasing the porosity through a pressing
action (which in this case is a lack of Ni binder).
A number of different factors can affect the fracture toughness measurement collected.
First, the amount of binder between particles can toughen the bulk material by preventing a
continuous fracture path through the TiC phase [28]. For this same reason, observed porosity in
the solid could potentially accelerate fracture since the absence of material provides no
resistance. The amount of molybdenum present in the sample can also affect the toughness
measured. As molybdenum is added, it can affect the flow stress of the binder, which can change
its ability to resist fracture [13]. The presence of residual stresses could also affect the toughness
value. If there are macro stresses present, the material will fracture at a lower applied stress than
the material property would indicate. These stresses could be introduced through either the
material synthesis process, or potentially the EDM wire cutting of the samples due to the
localized melting that occurs during the process. Lastly, with this method the radius of the notch
introduced could affect the numerical value of the result obtained. Previous research has shown
that notch radii that are greater than twice the largest microstructural feature could result in a
false-high value [30]. In the case of this study, the largest particles observed have an
approximate three-dimensional diameter of 22 μm, meaning the largest acceptable notch radius is
approximately 44 μm. As shown in Figure 47, the majority of samples tested fall below that
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limit. No definitive trend in the measured fracture toughness values was observed for an increase
in notch radius.
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Figure 47: Fracture toughness versus notch radii for all samples tested via single-edge v-notch beam method.

5.5.

Conclusions


Elastic properties of the cermet is found via pulse-echo ultrasonic techniques to be E =
383 GPa, G=155 GPa, and υ = 0.23 for the as-received condition. The HIPed condition is
found to have values of E = 378 GPa, G = 154 GPa, and υ= = 0.22. The Hill rule of
mixtures (with the given phase volume fractions) predicts these properties to be E = 382
GPa, G = 156 GPa, and υC = 0.22, which is within 1% of the measured properties.



Vickers microhardness testing show the cermet hardness to be 1136 ±170 HV for the asreceived condition, and 1373 ± 265 HV for the HIPed condition.



Compression testing via ASTM E9-89a reveals the as-received cermet to have a 0.2%
yield strength of 2250 ± 210 MPa, and an ultimate compressive strength of 2670 ±139
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MPa. The HIPed material is found to have a 0.2% yield strength of 2220 ± 170 MPa, and
an ultimate compressive strength of 2620 ± 200 MPa.


Flexural testing via ASTM C111 reveal the modulus of rupture via four point bending to
be 570 ± 120 MPa for the as-received condition, and 530 ± 150 MPa for the stressrelieved condition.



The Weibull modulus is calculated to be 4.6, meaning that the mechanical properties
have a great amount of variability, and the probability of a survival for a given sample
decreases very rapidly as its stress constant value is reached. This cermet is estimated to
have a stress constant of



The fracture toughness is measured via the single-edge v notched beam technique to be
15.2 ± 1.1 MPa·m1/2 for the as-received material, and 17.3 ± 2.2 MPa·m1/2 for the HIPed
material.



There is no significant difference between the properties as-received, stress-relieved, and
HIPed conditions. The results for elastic modulus, compressive strength, flexural
strength, density, hardness and grain size were all found to be within experimental
uncertainty to one another. Although a small increase in the fracture toughness is
observed for the HIPed condition, the sample size is not large enough to assert that the
average value is not comparable to that of the as-received condition.
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6. Joining of cermet structures using brazing
In the interest of full disclosure, the author would like to highlight that a portion of the material contained
in this chapter represents work conducted by colleagues Dong et al. [36]. This unpublished material is
complementary to the present project and provide an application of the results obtained throughout the
rest of this thesis project. Such results will be highlighted with attribution to those scientists.

6.1.

Introduction

The mechanical properties of the Ti(Mo)C-Ni cermet are being evaluated for use in octet- truss
sandwich panel structures consisting of a truss core encased by two solid face sheets. This
particular truss design is known to be stretch

governed. This means that the observed

compressive strength of the structure scales with its relative density ̅ , which provides a great
advantage over bending-governed designs which scale with ̅

[5]. If very thin members of

the cermet were employed, an Euler elastic buckling limit could be approached. If the loading
resulted in buckling, bending could become a factor even within this stretch-governed design.
However, the aspect ratio of the members employed (see below) make the bending fracture
limitation less likely. Even if the joints within the cellular structure were of infinite strength, the
fracture behavior of the cermet members would still limit the strength of the structure. As such,
the target of the joining process is to develop a joint with integrity which is able to survive loads
and moments in excess of those which the cermet can survive.
Metal joining techniques are sufficiently strong to hold stainless steel sandwich panels
together, but it is currently unknown how most of these techniques would work with the cermet.
All techniques that involve drilling, fasteners, or forming were not considered as they would
likely cause fracture in the joining process. Diffusion bonding, which has successfully been
employed for Ti-based cermets [37], was not considered either. Welding is not an option because
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the melting point of the TiC majority phase is approximately 3065 ºC. Vacuum furnace brazing
emerges as the most viable option, since it does not require sectioning, but the potential of
inducing large thermal stresses or producing a weak joint are legitimate concerns that must be
addressed. The work presented in Chapter 2 provides guidance for the avoidance of thermal
residual stresses during high temperature processing.
Vacuum furnace brazing operates by joining two materials (typically metals) by melting a
filler metal. Through capillary action, the filler metal will alloy with the base material, thus
producing a metallurgical bond [38]. The strength and performance of the joint produced
depends directly on the compatibility of the filler metal chosen, and the type of joint used. Since
the ability of the filler metal to exhibit capillary flow is affected by the wetting behavior and
surface roughness of the base material, three surface configurations were examined. One pair
each of (i) electric discharge machine, (ii) ground was analyzed.
For this study, only one filler metal and joint type was examined in order to get a
preliminary idea of how viable this method is for joining cermet to cermet for sandwich panel
structures. This information was then used in a related study, which performed a preliminary test
of three different unit cell geometries to ascertain whether or not the joint would be a limiting
factor in the design. The results from this complementary study are also presented in the results
section.
6.2.

Methods
The filler metal chosen for this study was Nicrobraz 51 ©, which boasts a strength higher

than that of stainless steel as well as good oxidation and corrosion resistance. This filler has a
composition (in wt.%) that is 65 % nickel, 25% chromium, and 10% phosphorous. The majority
of the phosphorous is expected to be released in the brazing process, which leaves the nickel and
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chromium to form an alloy with the Ti(Mo)C-Ni cermet. Since the vast majority of the metal
binder in the cermet is nickel, which has a high solid solubility with chromium, the compatibility
of the joint is expected to be high. The chosen joint configuration is a simple lap joint formed by
two rectangular bars of size 45mm x 11.5mm x 8.11mm. The lap joint area was approximately
11.5mm x 11.5mm.
Per the filler metal manufacturer instructions, the Nicrobraz 51 © filler metal powder is
combined with its recommended water-based gel suspending agent (Nicrobraz ‘S’ Binder ©) in
order to create a paste (88% powder, 12% gel). The paste is then applied to the intended joint
area of the cermet, and the two pieces of cermet are held in place for a minimum of 8 hours to
allow the paste to dry. The target gap size of the braze in the joint is 50μm [38]. The gel binder
will completely volatize during the brazing process.
Once the braze joint is completely dry, the vacuum process may be started. First, the
vacuum furnace chamber is vented, and the braze joint is placed on a boron nitride tile inside.
Next, the chamber is evacuated to a vacuum pressure below 10-6 torr. Once the vacuum is
achieved, the furnace cycle is started. The furnace cycle consists of a series of temperature ramps
and hold segments at values recommended by standard industry practice [39]. The first hold
segment of 5 minutes (150˚C) allows for outgassing of any solvents to prevent holes in the final
brazed joint. The second hold segment of 5 minutes (550 ˚C) allows for the gel binder and the
phosphorous in the braze paste to become gaseous and evaporate. The next hold segment is for
30 minutes at the braze temperature (1050 ˚C), and it is at this point that the braze melts and
begins to flow within the joint, and ideally form alloys with the base material. The final hold
segment of 10 minutes (800 ˚C) simply allows for the brazed joint to reach thermal equilibrium
in its solid state. All ramps have a rate of 15˚C/min to prevent thermal cracking due to the
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mismatch in coefficient of thermal expansion of the various phases (carbide, Ni binder, and
various Ni-rich and Cr-rich phases which form in the braze filler metal). The full cycle can be
viewed in Figure 48. Recall that a cooling rate of 15 ºC/min was revealed (in Chapter 2) to
minimize thermal residual stresses in the cermet itself, and the thermal mismatch between the
braze phases and the cermet phases are no greater than those inherent to the cermet itself.
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Figure 48: Graph of furnace temperature cycle for brazing of cermet to cermet with Nicrobraz © filler metal.

After the brazed joints had completely cooled, the two joints were polished and
micrographs were collected to examine the gap size, and the bond made between the two
rectangular solids. This analysis was also completed for the midsection of the joint to confirm
that it was the same throughout. EDS was also performed in order to determine the alloys that
were formed during the brazing process. Table 28 below shows the polishing regimen for these
samples.
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Table 28: Polishing regimen for brazed joint samples.

Grinding/Polishing Disc

Grit Size

Time polished (min)

MD Piano

220

1:30

MD Piano

500

1:30

MD Piano

1200

1:30

MD-Allegro

9μm

1:30

MD-DAC

9μm

4:00

MD-DAC
MD-DAC
MD-CHEM

3μm
1 μm
.25 μm

4:00
4:00
4:00

After demonstrating successful brazes (result below) using the above protocol, this same
brazing cycle was used for the assembly of the cermet unit cells for use in a sandwich panel in a
parallel study conducted by Dong et al. [36]. In this study, three relative density unit cells were
assembled, and tested in compression. Figure 49 below shows how the trusses were assembled
utilizing the vacuum furnace brazing for a relative density of ̅

4.97%. The trusses are EDM

wire machined into shapes that will “snap-fit” into the face sheets, and the braze paste is placed
within the joint. The final assembly is then tested in compression at a loading rate of 0.2 mm/min
until failure occurs.

Figure 49: Assembly process of pyramidal truss structures assembled in a parallel study [36]
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6.3.

Results and Discussion
Figure 50 below gives representative images of both the joints produced with the ground

surfaces and the EDM wire cut surfaces. It is observed that the gap size achieved with the EDM
surfaces is smaller than achieved with the ground surfaces, and much closer to the recommended
size of 50μm. This is fortunate because EDM fabrication is used to cut the snap-fit truss
members employed later in this study. It is encouraging that the surfaces appear sufficiently
smooth to making quality braze joints. Chromium-rich particles can be observed within the
center of the joint, and throughout the metal binder of the cermet as dark grey solid shapes. This
is confirmed by the EDS analysis presented later. Both joints seem to have good contact with the
surfaces of the two solids joined together.

Figure 50: Representative images of the braze joints for the ground surfaces (left) and
the EDM surfaces (right).

A metals only EDS line scan analysis was performed to gain some clarity on the location
of the metals that are known to be present. As shown in Figure 51 and Figure 52 below, the
medium gray particles (darker than the Ni binder for the cermet, lighter than the TiC) are
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confirmed as chromium. It is also observed that these chromium particles are observed as far

Weight %

away from the joint as 300μm.
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Figure 51: Line scan analysis of EDM surface braze joint. The dark grey solids within the joint and within the
binder are confirmed as Cr based particles.

Figure 52: Micrograph corresponding to line scan analysis in the above figure.

When tested in compression, the pyramidal lattice structure exhibited the stress-strain
response shown in Figure 53 below. The unit cell was observed to fail in the base material, and
not at the braze joint. This confirms that the brazed joint is of adequate strength to be used in the
assembly of sandwich panel structures with cermet materials.
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Figure 53: Stress-Strain response of cermet pyramidal lattice structure with relative core density of 4.97%
(left), and image of failed sample (right). This testing was completed in a parallel study [36]

The result obtained shows that the unit cell has a strength of ~ 70MPa. As mentioned
previously the relative density of this unit cell is 4.97%. The effective density of the unit cell can
be calculated as 270 g/cc. Once this result is obtained, the performance can be placed on the
same strength-density plot as mentioned in Chapter 1. It is shown in Figure 54 below as a red
dot, and it is observed that the performance falls just outside of the desired range for impact
loading.
The performance is however consistent with the relationship defined by Deshpande and
Fleck for an out of plane compression mode [46-47] as described below:
̅

(

)(

)
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Figure 54: Ashby style plot of compressive strength vs. density. The grey unattainable material space is defined by the
Hashin bound. The TiC/Ni cermet used in this study is shown by the black dot. The properties observed for the unit cell
structure is shown by the red dot. [2]

6.4.

Conclusions


The EDM surface provides sufficient roughness for an adequate braze joint.



From these joining results, we can conclude fairly simply that brazing is an adequate
method for use with cermet-based sandwich panel structures. Since failure occurred
within the strut, and not within the joint itself – the strength of the braze joint is not a
limiting factor in the design.



The pyramidal unit cell (relative density of 4.97%) was found to have a compressive
strength of ~70MPa. This result confirmed that the response of the structure adheres to
the relationship developed by Deshpande and Fleck [40] to describe the performance of
pyramidal lattice structures.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

7.1.

Conclusions
The following is a summary of the results obtained by all of the methods employed in this

thesis. All of these facts together confirm that TiC/Ni cermets are promising candidates for use in
sandwich panel structures.
The morphology and spatial dependence in porosity suggest that the tiles were produced
via combustion synthesis coupled with a single action pressing action. A single action press
would produce a pressure gradient in the green compact, and a subsequent gradient in density
observed in the final synthesized tiles. The theoretical density is calculated using a rule of
mixtures to be between 5.59 g/cc and 5.83 g/cc with the phase chemistry found by chemical
analysis and volume fractions found by image analysis. The geometrically measured density is
5.52 g/cc. With these values, the expected porosity is between 1.2 – 5.6%. The measured value
of 1.8 % from image analysis falls within the lower end of this range.
Property
Elastic modulus
Shear modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Vickers
microhardness
Compressive Yield
Strength (.2%)
Compressive
strength
Flexural Strength
Fracture Toughness*
Residual Stress
(TiC phase)

Symbol
E
G
υ

Value
383 GPa
155 GPa
0.23

HIP Value
378 GPa
154 GPa
0.22

HV

1120±170 HV

1570 ± 230 HV

σYS

2250 ± 210 MPa

2220 ± 170 MPa

σUTS

2670 ±139 MPa

2620 ± 200 MPa

570 ± 120 MPa
15.2 ± 1.1 MPa·m1/2
148 MPa ± 35 MPa
(compressive)

530 ± 150 MPa
17.3 ± 2.2 MPa·m1/2
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There is no significant difference between the properties as-received, stress-relieved, and
HIPed conditions. The results for elastic modulus, compressive strength, flexural strength,
density, and hardness were all found to be within experimental uncertainty to one another.
Although there was an apparent increase in the fracture toughness is observed for the HIPed
condition, the sample size is not large enough to assert that the average value is not comparable
to that of the as-received condition. The Weibull modulus of the bending strength is calculated to
be 4.6, indicating a high degree of variability.
The preliminary unit cell compression testing showcased in chapter 6 suggests that
brazing is an effective joining method. For the single case examined, the failure of the structure
was governed by the properties of the base material, not the joint. The EDM surface provides
sufficient roughness for an adequate braze joint. The pyramidal unit cell (relative density of
4.97%) was found to have a compressive strength of ~70MPa. This result agrees well with
predictions based upon the relationship developed by Deshpande and Fleck [5] to describe the
performance of cellular materials.
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7.2.

Future Work
Now that the material is well characterized and a unit cell has been tested, there are a

number of next steps that can be taken to further assess the use of this cermet as a base material
for sandwich panel structure. First and foremost, a larger sampling size of the HIP samples for
fracture toughness is critical. The results from chapter 5 revealed definitively that the fracture
toughness of the as-received material is about 15 MPa·m1/2. However, considering the Weibull
characteristics of the cermet, a larger sample size is needed to conclude whether or not the HIP
process has an appreciable effect on the toughness properties.
Once the full characterization is complete, a logical next step would be the development
of constitutive models to predict the properties of the cermet based on its composition. It would
be a significant contribution to be able to predict the behavior of cermets based on their
constituent phases and their corresponding volume fractions. Many authors have already
explored this arena with WC-based cermets [48-51], so understanding the underlying
mechanisms of the TiC/Ni would help to increase the robustness of cermet modeling.
The capability of monolithic cermet plates to resist impact loading has already been
assessed by Compton and Zok [32], and three different pyramidal unit cells have been assessed
on a preliminary basis by Dong [36]. With this information now in place, it would be of interest
to construct a full sandwich panel with a pyramidal truss (or octet truss) core and determine the
response to impact loading.
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APPENDICES

A. Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) pressure and temperature parameters
A hot isostatic pressing (HIP) process is typically used to decrease the porosity of a solid,
thereby pushing its density closer to its relative value. A HIP process could also induce a
favorable change in the mechanical properties of a solid. With the nickel-bonded TiC system,
this decrease in porosity could increase the fracture toughness, by improving the continuity
between phases. Pores offer no fracture resistance. As such, the as-received cermet was subjected
to a HIP cycle in order to determine if this post-process offered any advantages for used in a
sandwich panel. If either the density or strength values fluctuate, a more favorable value of the
material index outlined in Chapter 1 could be the result. Figure 55 below shows the parameters
used to establish in the HIP cycle.
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Figure 55: Temperature and Pressure parameters used in HIP run for DDG-X cermet tiles.
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B. Example of Lorentzian and Gaussian fits used in image analysis

As-received Sample #1 - Pseudo Voight
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Figure 56: Example Pseudo-Voight profile fit.
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Figure 57: Gaussian portion of example pseudo-voight fit shown in Figure 56.
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Figure 58: Lorentzian portion of example pseudo Voight fit shown in Figure 56.
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C. Quantile-quantile plot for particle size distribution analysis
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Figure 59: Quantile-quantile plot for as-received particle size distribution
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Figure 60: Quantile-quantile plot for HIPed particle size distribution
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D. Full porosity results for as-received and HIPed material
Table 29: Phase fraction and % porosity results for as-received material, complete with coefficient of
determination for pseudo-voight profile fitting

Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

%TiC
84.39
78.14
84.47
83.87
83.99
83.53
84.45
83.94
80.28
84.70

%Ni
13.47
19.05
14.86
13.94
14.97
15.04
14.22
14.93
17.38
13.69

%porosity
2.12
2.80
0.665
2.18
1.03
1.41
1.32
1.12
2.32
1.60

R2
0.994
0.988
0.999
0.994
0.999
0.998
0.998
0.999
0.995
0.997

AVG
ST DEV

83.18
2.17

15.15
1.75

1.66
.673

0.996
0.003

Table 30: Phase volume fraction and % porosity results for HIPed sample, complete with coefficient of
determination for pseudo-voight profile fitting

Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

%TiC
84.39
86.28
85.75
89.31
87.80
88.11

%Ni
12.94
12.15
10.76
9.41
10.99
10.75

%porosity
02.66
01.56
03.47
01.26
01.19
01.12

R2
0.990
0.997
0.983
0.999
0.999
0.999

AVG
STD DEV

86.94
1.79

11.17
1.22

1.88
0.967

0.995
0.006
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E. Full results for ICP and EDS analyses
Table 31: Inductively Coupled Plasma results for as-received sample

C
Mo
Ni
Ti

at wt.
12.01
95.94
58.69
47.86

wt.%
11.80
7.17
22.29
58.72

C
Mo
Ni
Ti

at wt.
12.01
95.94
58.69
47.86

wt.%
9.69
7.39
22.93
59.98

C
Mo
Ni
Ti

at wt.
12.01
95.94
58.69
47.86

wt.%
15.32
5.76
29.87
49.03

Sample 1-1
at %
wt.% (no C)
36.88
2.81
8.13
14.25
25.27
46.05
66.59
Sample 1-2
at %
wt.% (no C)
30.28
2.89
8.18
14.66
25.39
47.03
66.42
Sample 1-3
at %
wt.% (no C)
49.78
2.34
6.80
19.86
35.28
39.99
57.91

at % (no C)
4.44
22.58
72.96
at % (no C)
4.47
22.70
72.82
at % (no C)
3.76
31.94
64.29

Table 32: Second Run of Inductively coupled plasma results for as-received sample

C
Mo
Ni
Ti

at wt.
12.017
95.940
58.698
47.867

wt.%
10.273
7.786
22.362
59.579

C
Mo
Ni
Ti

at wt.
12.017
95.940
58.698
47.867

wt.%
12.472
7.821
22.596
60.064

Sample 2-1
at %
wt.% (no C)
33.372
3.168
8.677
14.871
24.922
48.589
66.401
Sample 2-2
at %
wt.% (no C)
40.514
3.182
8.717
15.027
25.183
48.984
66.941

at % (no C)
4.755
22.320
72.925
at % (no C)
4.776
22.554
73.518
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F. Useful binary and ternary phase diagrams

Figure 61: Titanium-molybdenum binary phase diagram [41]

Figure 62: Titanium-carbon binary phase diagram [41]
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Figure 63: Titanium-nickel binary phase diagram [42]

Figure 64: Nickel-molybdenum binary phase diagram [43]
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Figure 65: Nickel-carbon binary phase diagram [44]

Figure 66: Isothermal section of the titanium-molybdenum-carbon ternary phase diagram at 1400C. The
ternary phases are based on the binary phases as follows: β-(βTi,Mo); γ-(βMo2C); δ-(TiC); η-(MoC1-x). [41]
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G. Single Edge V Notch Beam notch radii
Table 33: List of fracture toughness values measured, and corresponding notch radii

As-received

As-received
(TOP of plate)

As-received (BOT
of plate)

HIP

sample
FT-1
FT-2
FT-4
FT-5
FT-6
FT-7
FT-9
TOP-1
TOP-2
TOP-3
TOP-4
TOP-5
BOT-3
BOT-4
BOT-6
BOT-8
FT-2H
FT-3H
FT-5H

notch radius (μm)

31.5
33.2
34.1
27.9
32.4
37.2
30
31.7
41.3
48.3
30.6
39
34.5
39.5

Fracture Toughness
16.3
19.0
15.5
19.2
13.9
16.2
15.4
14.0
15.1
14.7
12.5
15.5
14.7
15.1
14.2
14.7
19.8
16.3
15.8
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H. Uncertainty analyses for pulse-echo ultrasonic measurements

The micrometer has a resolution of 0.001 mm. Since 0.001 mm is half of the possible
values that will be rounded up or down, a triangular probability density function can be used to
determine the standard uncertainty u1 (with 65 % Confidence Level) due to the micrometer
resolution as:

u1 

0.001
 0.000408 mm
6

To increase the confidence level to 95%, the standard uncertainty u1 is multiplied by a factor of
1.81 to give u1= ±0.000739 mm.
The uncertainty due to measurement repeatability is the standard deviation σd of the mean
of the repeat thickness measurements. The standard uncertainty u2 for n number of measurements
is thus given as:

u2 

d
n

The combined uncertainty u of measurements is given as:
u  u12  u 22
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I. Hardness Values

As-received 2

As-received 1

Table 34: Vickers microhardness measurements for as-received condition

Trial

Load (kgf)

d1 (mm)

d2 (mm)

HV

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
AVG
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
AVG

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.0425
0.0420
0.0400
0.0447
0.0423
0.0386
0.0382
0.0394
0.0427
0.0359

0.0437
0.0394
0.0395
0.0427
0.0425
0.0387
0.0381
0.0394
0.0403
0.0352

998
1120
1173
972
1032
1242
1276
1197
1077
1468
1155±150

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.0479
0.0349
0.0430
0.0420
0.0413
0.0414
0.0407
0.0406
0.0391

0.0463
0.0355
0.0403
0.0382
0.0463
0.0476
0.0444
0.0417
0.0434

836
1498
1069
1154
967
936
1024
1094
1090
1117±168
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HIP 2

HIP 1

Table 35: Vickers microhardness measurements for HIPed condition

Trial

Load (kgf)

d1 (mm)

d2 (mm)

HV

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
AVG
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
AVG

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.0337
0.0368
0.0344
0.0305
0.0355
0.0343
0.0342
0.0315
0.0351

0.0379
0.0422
0.0373
0.0347
0.0348
0.0347
0.0354
0.0291
0.0326

1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.0438
0.0290
0.0293
0.0292
0.0273
0.0271
0.0295
0.0251
0.0275
0.0256

0.0442
0.0272
0.0301
0.0297
0.0263
0.0277
0.0280
0.0242
0.0275
0.0263

1448
1187
1446
1745
1502
1559
1530
2019
1620
1562 ± 228
959
1174
1054
1072
1293
1238
1122
1521
1226
1374
1203±165
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J. Selected stress-strain curves from compression testing
Table 36: Compression testing complete results

HIPed

As- received

Specimen Type

Specimen
Label

Young's Modulus .2% Yield
(Mpa)
(GPa)

Compressive
Fracture
Strength
(GPa)

CT2-01
CT2-02
CT2-03
CT2-04
CT2-05
CT2-06

347
355
355
400
246
319

2.04
2.26
2.08
2.31

2.79
2.47

CT2-10

294

2.56

2.71

AVG

330

2.25

2.67

CT2-01-H

375

CT2-02-H

346

CT2-03-H

350

2.01

CT2-04-H

365

2.15

CT2-05-H

364

2.15

CT2-06-H

375

2.35

2.76

CT2-09-H

296

2.42

2.48

AVG

353

2.22

2.62
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Figure 67: Stress-strain curves for as-received specimens
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Figure 68: Stress-strain curves for as-received specimens tested to failure
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Figure 69: Stress-strain curves for HIPed specimens
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Figure 70: Stress-strain curves for as-received specimens tested to failure
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K. Selected load-deflection curves from single edge v notch beam experiment
All of the fracture toughness samples (one exception) exhibited load-deflection behavior with
a completely brittle failure. It is observed in the figures below as an immediate inability to
sustain load once cracking begins. The one exception (see sample TOP-1 in Figure 73) exhibits
what the ASTM standard refers to as “pop-in” behavior. In this case the sample fractures, but the

Load (N)

sample retains some load-bearing capacity.
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400
300
200
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0

FT-6
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0
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0.12

Load (N)

Figure 71: Sample load-deflection curves for as-received condition
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Figure 72: Sample load deflection curve for as-received material from bottom of 18mm plate.
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Figure 73: Sample load deflection curves for as-received material from top side of 18mm plate.
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Figure 74: Sample load-deflection curves for HIPed material.
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L. Vendor supplied properties of DDG-X cermet (Ti(Mo)C-Ni)
The as-received cermet properties are provided by the vendor (Davis Defense Group) as
shown in Figure 75 below. The vendor also provides a comparison to similar materials.

Figure 75: Cross-comparison chart provided with as-received cermet tiles.
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M. Nanoindentation
Nanoindentation is widely regarded as a reliable method for obtaining mechanical
properties of nanoscale objects – particularly of thin films and multiphase materials [56-58].
Continuous stiffness measurements in particular allow for a “direct measure of dynamic contact
stiffness during loading” [45], which provide enough data to deduce contact stiffness, elastic
modulus, hardness, creep resistance, and even fatigue properties. Since this method is capable of
assessing these objects on a nanoscale, it is used in this study to evaluate properties of the
carbide and binder phases separately.
An MTS Systems Corporation nanoindenter was used with a 500mN load XP head with a
standard Berkovitch tip was used to perform load-depth experiments on the Ti(Mo)C-Ni cermet
in both the as-received and HIPed condition . This load cell configuration has the capability to
resolve the load to 1mN and the penetration depth to 1µm. Utilizing a dynamic contact module,
continuous stiffness measurements (CSM) could be performed in order to obtain a depth profile
for the young’s modulus and hardness of the cermet material. All CSM profiles were obtained
using a harmonic load frequency of 45 Hz and a harmonic displacement of 2nm allowed. For
each sample, the indenter contact area function vs. depth was calibrated via a sample of fused
quartz with a known hardness and modulus. Next, a total of 16 indents in a 2x8 array with a
spacing of 50µm were completed. A standard loading sequence consisting of a harmonic load
segment, a holding segment at the prescribed depth, and an unload segment that ends with a hold
at 10% of the maximum load to obtain a thermal drift correction. To reduce any effects of the
environment, all experiments were performed on a vibration stabilized table within an
environmental chamber that prevents vibration, temperature, and pressure from varying during
the experiment.
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It is important to note that at this penetration depth, the size of the indents was on the
same length scale as the microstructure of the cermet. For example, the microstructure of the asis cermet consists of particles of the Ti(Mo)C hard phase with an average particle size of 5.6µm,
bordered by the softer Ni-Mo-Ti binder phase. By observation, the amount of binder between
particles varies spatially. Since each indent has a footprint as wide as 7µm, many of the indents
simultaneously penetrated both the binder and carbide phase. For these reasons, the results
obtained from this experiment are considered largely qualitative, which is why they appear here
in the appendix.
The widely accepted Oliver-Pharr method [46] was used to analyze the load vs.
penetration depth data to obtain values for elastic modulus and hardness. A second method,
presented by Pethica and Oliver [47] was used to evaluate the continuous stiffness. Details of the
technique and analysis are not presented here, but can be found in previously published work by
the authors mentioned. Figure 76 below shows an SEM micrograph of the HIPed sample after
indentation. In the micrograph, four phenomena are observed – (1) evidence of pileup in the
softer binder phase (2) fracture within the carbide phase observed as “pop-in” on the stress-strain
curve [48], (3) particle debonding from binder, and (4) cleavage planes in the carbide phase after
indenting.
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Figure 76: SEM micrographs of indent on HIPed sample. (Left) showing evidence of (1) pileup in the binder
(2) fracture within the carbide phase, (3) particle debonding from the binder, and (4) cleavage planes in the
carbide phase after indenting. (Right) example of indentation exclusive to one phase.

Although all four characteristics are not present in every indent, each is critical to
understanding the load-displacement curves, and depth dependent modulus data, which is shown
later. It is also clear to see that under these displacement conditions, the indent is on the same
length scale as the microstructural features of the cermet. Due to the unknown effect of the
indenter to the results obtained, the numerical values of results of this test should largely be
considered qualitative.
Through analysis of the load-penetration depth data, the average hardness and elastic
modulus can be determined using the Oliver-Pharr method [46]. In addition, the preferential
indenting used allows differentiation between the carbide and binder phase within the cermet.
Anecdotally, however, the different phases yield characteristically different responses, allowing
the distinction as shown in Figure 77 and Figure 78 below. As expected, the carbide phase has a
higher modulus, and has the capability to take more load than the binder phase for equal
deflections. It was observed that the as-received condition had a larger mismatch between the
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properties of the two phases, but it is unknown whether or not that is a result of the HIP
considering the known error generated by the size similarity of the indented area to the
microstructure.
HIPed (CT4H)

4-carbide
14 - matrix
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Figure 77: Load vs. penetration depth charts for both the as-is and HIPed sample.
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Figure 78: Modulus vs. depth data as captured via CSM measurement techniques. Striking differences are
observed between the two phases.
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